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From its specific perspective, the Social Responsibility and Sustainability Report 2012, 
a kind radiography of Banesco, is an accountability report of our activity from the 
social, economic and environmental perspective.

An analysis of the information here exposed, with details of the way our Organization 
thinks and makes its social investment, reveals at least three clear trends. First of all, our 
concern to increasingly expand the ways by which the Bank supports its workers. Second, 
the desire of being systematic in the annual contributions to our Social Partners. And 
third, the concentration of our contributions on causes addressed to organizations that 
provide an essential service to segments of the population with extreme or urgent needs.

A substantial portion of Banesco social investment —over Bs. 46 billion— goes to the 
benefit of more than 13,000 men and women who are the cornerstone of our organization 
and are disseminated all over Venezuela’s regions. This first data could be emblematic of 
the size and depth of our commitment: almost half of them, 6,458 workers, have been 
favored by the Program “Your House with Banesco”.

Besides the considerable contribution we make so as our people could have their own 
houses, I would like to emphasize the huge investment —over Bs. 48 billion— we made 
in different non-contractual benefits, including subsidies for diverse purposes, aid to deal 
with extreme diseases and many others. Additionally, it is necessary to add to the previous 
amount almost Bs. 12 billion, which were devoted to the management of recreation and 
free time of our workers to provide them with a menu of sports and cultural activities 
pointing to the makeup of a subject with an integral vocation in personal, family and 
professional terms.

And probably, this is the right moment to add a reflection about the kind of relation that 
Banesco wants to establish with each one of its workers. Beyond the labor contract or the 
terms proper to the contractual bond, which is an indispensable link between the worker 
and the company, our desire is to give more and more quantitative and qualitative benefits 
to each workers, to the extent of our capacities. A professional education to make more 
powerful their abilities over the time; benefits to make more stable their personal and 
family lives; an ethical vision and supporting behaviors to the customer and the commu-
nities; opportunities to grow in all aspects. In other words, a series of advantages focused 
on building what we call a Banesco Citizen.

An equivalent will than the one encouraging us to favor our workers is also the incen-
tive that moves our Organization towards the real exercise of solidarity beyond Banesco 
borders. The reader who reviews the list of our “Social Partners” –Fe y Alegría; Civic 
Association Don Bosco; Foundation for the Child in Need of Protection (Fundana); The 
Children Museum Foundation; Andrés Bello Catholic University (UCAB); Venezuelan 
Association of Catholic Education (AVEC); Venezuelan Foundation against Infantile 
Paralysis; Audaz Association to Guide and Encourage People with Special Needs (Apoye); 
Civic Association Salesian Ladies; Governmental Foundation for the National System of 
the Juvenile and Children Orchestras of Venezuela (Fesnojiv); Civic Association “Always 
Friends”; and Los Roques Scientific Foundation, will be able to understand what are we 
talking about when we say that Banesco supports causes that are essential to improve 
the quality of life in Venezuela: these are organizations that, exemplary and with no ex-
ceptions, work night and day to offer the best of them to each one of their beneficiaries.

These alliances, to which we should add projects of our own such as “Words for Venezuela”; 
several fund raising programs facilitated by our Volunteers and, particularly the Program 
of Education for Micro-entrepreneurs that along Banesco Community Banking, share 
the purpose of supporting the entrepreneur spirit in each Venezuelan citizen and produce 
new spaces for wellbeing and progress. They share the same boost: to be always substantive 
initiatives to drive us closer to the horizon of a better and more deserving country for all.

Juan Carlos Escotet Rodríguez
President of the Board of Directors

To Our 
Customers, 
Workers, 
Stockholders 
and Social 
Partners

A substantial 
portion of Banesco 
social investment 

–over Bs. 46 billion– 
goes to the benefit 

of more than 13,000 
men and women 

who are the cornerstone 
of our organization.
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Banesco Banco Universal, C.A. is a Venezuelan financial institution 
entitled to carry out all the operations authorized to Universal Banks 
by the General Law of Banks and Other Financial Institutions. 

It is currently seated in Caracas city, with its headquarters, Ciudad Ba-
nesco, located at Colinas de Bello Monte neighborhood. It is the bank with 
the highest called-up and underwritten capital in the whole Venezuelan 
financial market, with Bs. 1,250,000,000.

Mission 
We are an organization of financial integral services devoted to identify 
and meet our customers’ needs, through relationships based upon mutual 
trust, access easiness and service excellence. 

We are the leader in the People and Commerce segments and combine 
tradition and innovation with the best human talent and cutting-edge 
technology. 

We are committed to produce the highest profitability for our stockholder 
and wellbeing for our community.

Vision 
To double Banesco economic value against 2008 year-end figures, through 
a cost/income ratio higher than that of our comparison group. To gain 
and preserve our customers’ preference thanks to the quality, easiness and 
convenience of our services offer.

Banesco 
Values

Integrity 
and reliability

•
Individual and social

 responsibility
•

Innovation 
and quality service

•
Entrepreneurship

•
Interdependency
 and leadership

•
Personal updating 

and excellence
•

Diversity and 
adaptability

Mission, 
Vision and 
Values
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Banesco Banco Universal, has focused a part of its strategy on the de-
velopment of financial services concentrated at the pyramid’s base and 
to do so it has implemented specific integral programs for Community 
Banking, Payment Means, e-channels, as well as the SMEs segments.

Additionally, it has produced programs which are directly related to the 
development of the core capacity of our Human Capital and Corporate 
Social Responsibility in order to ensure the business alignment with the 
sustainability vision. 

Banesco Banco Universal, C.A. is aware that to be able to achieve a 
positive impact on the population, the bankarization process must be 
sustainable from an economic and financial perspective.

The prices of our financial services and the efficiency of our operations 
are key elements allowing Banesco Banco Universal, C.A. to keep pro-
fitability levels and sustain this initiative over the time, so as the efforts 
to increase social inclusion of the most vulnerable sectors are not ex-
clusively dependent on governmental subsidies or direct transfers from 
the private sector, as these funding sources do not provide training and 
could be interrupted at any time.

The granting of credit cards and collection of new requirements is also 
progressively being transferred to more versa-
tile technologies. By doing so, we reduce ope-
rational costs and clear customers traffic at our 
branches in order to offer a better service.

Other actions have been focused on risk mana-
gement, information safety and business conti-
nuity with an integral vision. To do so Banesco 
counts on an Executive VP of Integral Risk Ma-
nagement which conducts research, prevention 
adjustments, education and control guidelines 
for organizational risks. These operations are the 
best expression of how Banesco has embraced a 
precautionary stance or principle.

Main Impacts, Risks And Opportunities

Dialogue with 
Stakeholders, 
Consultation 
with Customers 
and Employees
For Banesco Banco Universal 
C.A, it is important to know and 
understand the opinion of its 
stakeholders1 about all the Or-
ganizations’ projects. Therefore, 
we have embarked on actions to 
develop a strategy addressed to 
their relevant topics (See chap-
ters Stockholders pg. 20, Human 
Capital pg. 22, Our Social Part-
ners pg 44, Social Action in the 
Community ph. 48, Our Custo-
mers pg 59 and Our Suppliers 
pg 94).

1  Banesco Banco Universal, C.A. groups under the label of stakeholders all those individuals or organizations that have a significant impact on the 
decision-making activities and/or processes carried out by the Organization and at the same time, those who in a certain way can be impacted by the 
performance of its business units. Therefore, Banesco stakeholders are currently composed of Stockholders, Employees, Customers, Social Partners, 
Suppliers, Authorities and the Community.
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Direct Tangible Value
The Economic Value Generated (EVG) at 2012 year-end closed at Bs. 
13,083 million, accounting for an increase of 70.41% against Bs. 7,677 
million the previous year.

In 2012, around 99.39% (Bs. 13,002 million) of the EVG staples are 
composed of de Intermediation Margin and Net Fees. The proportion of 
these Net Fees grew up for the second year in a row.

In relation to the country’s economic activity level along the period, the 
Economic Value Generated by Banesco Banco Universal, C.A. in 2012 
accounted for 0.80% of Venezuela’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP), aga-
inst 0.57% in 2011. 

The relative participation of the Direct Tangible Value components at 
the end of 2012 was as follows: suppliers expenditures accounted for 
29.87% of the Economic Value Distributed; staff expenditures accounted 
for 29.73%, while taxes accounted for 27.92%. The dividends complement 
was 12.47%

The Economic Value Retained (EVR) amounted to Bs. 5,206 million, 
accounting for an increase of 102.07% against 2011.

The Economic 
Value Retained (EVR) 
amounted to Bs. 5,206 

million, accounting 
for an increase of 

102.07% against 2011.

Main Impacts, Risks 
And Opportunities
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The total number 
of Banesco employees 

at 2012 year-end 
was up to 13,105 

people: 8,478 
(64.69%) women 

and 4,627 
(35.31%) men.
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Banesco Participation in Employment And The 
Banking System GDP
Banesco Banco Universal, C.A. is the number 1 banking group in Vene-
zuela, in terms of its size and business volume. Therefore, the Bank has 
a significant impact on the creation of Venezuela’s economic value and 
GDP.

The total number of Banesco’s employees at 2012 year-end was up to 
13,105 people: 8,478 (64.69%) women and 4,627 (35.31%) men.

According to the figures published by the Superintendent of Banks (SU-
DEBAN) for December 2012, Banesco Banco Universal, C.A. workers 
accounted for 16,25% of the banking system employment against 80,643 
workers in the Venezuelan financial system for that date.

Indirect and Induced Value Generated
The Indirect Value represents a specific group of income and other actions 
derived from the indirect employment encouraged by the Bank’s activity. 
Together, these effects operate through different channels, such as: the ac-
tivities encouraged by the Bank’s customers for the products and services 
provided to them, and the dynamics generated by the suppliers through 
the operations performed by them in order to materialize the activities 
that have been requested by their customers. The effects identified above 
are also extensible to the indirect impacts on the environment as a con-
sequence of the organization performance.

Among the indirect effects of the latter group we can mention the fo-
llowing:

u	Contribution to the configuration of sound, stable and safe financial 
systems. 

u	Contribution to reduce exclusion and to increase the inclusion of low 
and medium income sectors to the financial system. 

u	Encouragement to innovation and technological development, as well 
as to the use of new payment means. 

u	Encouragement to macroeconomic stability and growth of activities. 

u	Support to social programs, particularly in education and health

Some of these effects are not subject to quantification (such as the confi-
guration of sound financial systems, or the encouragement to innovation), 
contrary to the volume of direct suppliers and the amount paid to these 
suppliers, where we can observe increases of 2.43% in the number of 
suppliers hired and 18.84% of the amounts paid to these suppliers bet-
ween 2012 and 2011 (see Chapter Our Suppliers, page 94).

Some of the 
indirect effects are 
the encouragement 

to innovation 
and technological 

development, as well 
as the use of new 
payments means.

Main Impacts, Risks 
And Opportunities
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The Internal Dimension 
of Our Social Responsibility
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Our Policy
Develop the required abilities to go forward with the training of a ma-
nagerial relieve generation, so as these new talents could be promoted to 
the Executive Direction to decentralize decisions through the creation of 
different government categories and mechanisms.

Our Management
Banesco keeps a government structure composed of the Stockholders’ 
Meeting, the Board of Directors, the President of the Board of Directors, 
the Compliance Officer for the Prevention of Money Laundering and 
Funding to Terrorism, the Internal Comptroller, as well as the Steering 
and Executive Committees.

The VP of Corporate Government is in charge of defining and creating the 
normative base for the constitution and development of our organization’s 
government. It is also in charge of the definition of the various instruments 
aimed to guarantee its operations, as well as the follow-up of actions foste-
ring the learning processes, the development of the corporate culture and 
discipline among the members of the government committees.

Board of Directors
Banesco Banco Universal, C.A. Board of Directors is composed of qua-
lified professionals, with a vast experience in the different fields of the 
banking business, people of well-known solvency and honorability who 
guarantee the best performance possible of their duties. Its main objective 
is the guidance and general management of the businesses and operations 
of the Bank, including its Corporate Social Responsibility policies.

Corporate 
Government

Stockholders’ 
Meeting
It represents the universality of the 
stockholders and holds the su-
preme direction of the company. 
Its acts and resolutions bind the 
company and its stockholders. 
Among other capacities, the Stoc-
kholders’ Meeting appoints the 
members of the Board of Direc-
tors, the Commissioner and their 
Substitutes and fixes their remu-
neration. It also appoints counse-
lors with the right to attend and 
to speak at the sessions of the 
Board of Directors; discusses, 
approves or modifies the Financial 
Statements. Based on the Com-
missioners’ report, it also decides 
on the dividends decree and pay-
ment method, amount, frequency 
and when they should be paid 
in accordance with the Law and 
By-Laws, and also knows and 
decides on any other matter that 
should require its presence.
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The Board of Directors is responsible for the definition and strategic di-
rection of the Organization; it also approves business principles and po-
licies and regulates the autonomies of the executive decisions in order to 
safeguard the stockholders’ interest and business continuity. The Board 
of Directors also controls the different operational and functional areas of 
the Bank and, at the same time, it evaluates and compares the businesses 
projections and results of each fiscal year against those from previous 
years.

Following the decision made by the Stockholders’ Meeting on March 
30, 2007, the number of members composing the Board of Directors was 
increased from a minimum of 8 members and a maximum of 11 members 
to a number of members no less than 9 and no higher than 13.

The procedures to design, re-elect and remove members of the Board of 
Directors are carried out according to what is established in the Bank’s 
by-laws, which are in accordance with the Trade Code, the Civil Code 
and other laws and regulations for the banking. Likewise, the Board of 
Directors counts on an internal ordinance that regulates its operations in 
accordance with the Code of Ethics.

Banesco Banco Universal C.A. complies with Resolutions N° 099-12 and 
Nº 199.11 issued by the Superintendent of Banks and Other Financial 
Institutions (SUDEBAN for its Spanish acronym), dated July 10, 2012 
and July 14, 2011, respectively. These Resolutions establish the Guidelines 
to evaluate the fulfillment of the requirements of Moral and Ethical Qua-
lity required to perform a banking activity. In this sense, the individuals 
assigned by the Stockholders’ Meeting effectively take their post only as 
of the date of reception of the Regulating Body’s final evaluation.

In 2011, the Multinational Direction of Human Capital was created as 
a customized services center for the worker. It’s in charge of developing 
procedures, products, services and attention models to respond to the 
expectations of Banesco Banco Universal’s collaborators.

On December 2011, 
the Unit Human 
Capital with You 

was created to look 
after Banesco’s

citizens demands 
related to the manage-

ment of Human Capital 
that deserve imme-
diate solutions that

are, in turn, articulated 
to the areas involved 

in those solutions

Additionally, on December 2011, 
the Unit Human Capital with You 
was created to look after Banesco’s 
citizens demands related to the ma-
nagement of Human Capital that 
deserve immediate solutions that 
are, in turn, articulated to the areas 
involved in those solutions. The 
worker receives an answer through 
the following designed channels:

u	Internal e-mail (Contigo_Capital_
Humano@Banesco.com).

u	Voice-messages mailbox.

u	 Intranet mailbox to receive the 
cases.

u	 Face to face attention through 
customized interviews and visits to 
the work teams at the branches and 
service points nationwide.

During 2012, Banesco attended to a 
total of 1,086 applications and com-
plied with the established response 
time. Among our achievements in 
this aspect we can mention: atten-
tion model improved; a closer rela-
tion to the workers; contribution to 
productivity by reducing the time 
invested in the search of informa-
tion and requesting requirements 
solution.

With You

Corporate 
Government
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President of The Board of Directors
The President of the Board of Directors is subordinated to the Stockhol-
ders’ Meeting and to the Board of Directors, which deliberations the 
President presides over. Additionally, he represents the institution and 
grants contracts, agreements, deals on its behalf and, in general, all kind of 
documents of any nature. In summary, the President of the Board of Di-
rectors carries out any administrative task entrusted to him by the Board. 
Along with the Board of Directors, he exerts the highest conduction of 
the Bank’s activities and represents the organization before any public or 
private authority. The President of the Board of Directors does not exert 
an executive post within the bank. He is responsible for the definition, 
coordination and management of the strategies, decision-making process, 
guidelines and resources coordination, through the process of planning, 
organization, direction and control so as the organization could achieve 
its goals and objectives.

Workers Participation
Employees can request through the Secretary the inclusion of a point in 
the Board of Directors’ agenda for them to consider their suggestions be-
fore this body, if the topic requires dully consideration. Otherwise, they 
can request a point in the agenda of any of the aforementioned commit-
tees, so as the employee could use them as primary discussion channels 
and means to leverage institutional support for their topics.

Compliance Officer For The Prevention 
Of Money Laundering (Ml) And Terrorism 
Financing (Tf)
The Compliance Officer for the Prevention and Control of Money Laun-
dering and Terrorism Financing is in charge of supervising and controlling 
the Unit of Prevention and Control of Money Laundering and Terrorism 
Financing at the Bank. 

Among other things, he shall preside over the Prevention and Control of 
Money Laundering Committee and inform the Board of Directors about 
the results of its activities and the investment of the resources allocated 
for training and education of Banesco staff on this matter. He has right 
to speak before the Risk Committee and reports to the President of the 
Institution.

Internal Comptroller
Internally, he coordinates the analysis of the different operations carried 
out by the institution. Along with the Auditing Committee, he informs 
the Board of Directors about the results produced by the different audits 
conducted in order to improve the processes and compensate potential 
shortcomings.

Gobierno Corporativo

Secretary Of The 
Board Of Directors

Employees can 
request through 
the Secretary the 

inclusion of a point 
in the Board of 

Directors’ agenda for 
them to consider their 

suggestions before
this body, if the 

topic requires dully 
consideration.

The Secretary of the Board of 
Directors is a lawyer with a long 
professional career in the banking 
sector and to the service of this 
institution. He rules the Manage-
ment of the Secretary of the Board 
in charge of keeping an organized 
record of the minutes. He also 
cooperates with the gathering, 
preparation and maintenance of 
the corporate information required 
by the Board, the stockholders 
and regulatory bodies, among 
others. In addition, he shall keep 
an agenda of the Board of Direc-
tors’ meetings and gather the do-
cumentation related to the issues 
to be discussed during these mee-
tings. As the Secretary, and based 
on his legal education and expe-
rience on the financial matter, he 
has the right to speak before the 
Board of Directors’ meetings. This 
contribution, in turn, enhances the 
legal content of the proposals dis-
cussed in these meetings and the 
decisions finally made.
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Corporate 
Government
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Thematic Committees
In order to guarantee the right application of the corporate policies and a transparent management in the ful-
fillment of its tasks, Banesco counts of the following committees:

Assets and Liabilities Committee 
This Committee supports the activities of the Board of 
Directors and to do so it designs, controls and makes the 
required decisions in order to perform the organizational 
financial strategy, including among others: liquidity po-
licies, equity adaptation, rates setting, funding strategy, 
investment policies and strategies for sound management 
of assets and liabilities. This Committee shall deal with 
each of the risks associated to the management of assets 
and liabilities identified by Finance, Treasury, Risk and 
Business Units, among others, and look after the fulfill-
ment of the equity adjustment policies.

This Committee shall guarantee the fulfillment of the 
Integral Risk and Investments Management policies and 
propose to the Risk Committee or the Board of Directors, 
the modifications or reviews of such policies.

Auditing Committee 
The main capacity of this committee is to know the finan-
cial statements to be considered by the Board of Directors 
and submit them to the Stockholders’ Meeting approval; 
to support the Board of Director in the implementation of 
measures aimed to preserving the integrity of the society’s 
financial information, contribute with the supervision and 
follow-up of the Bank’s internal and external audits, as well 
as to make the recommendations to the Managerial Chart 
that it deems as necessary. The Independent Directors par-
ticipate in this committee, which operates and abides by 
internal By-Laws

In 2012, this committee reviewed 281 Attention Points. 
That is 65% of Banesco Banco Universal, C.A. branches 
for that period. The review considered aspects such as 
operating risk, prevention of money laundering and te-
rrorism financing. Likewise, 64 administrative areas were 
reviewed, accounting for 75% of the Bank’s central areas.

Human Capital Committee
Its general objectives are the following: a) It acts as the 
arbitration body in charge of safeguarding the appropriate 
management of Banesco Banco Universal C.A. staff; b) 
Evaluates on a permanent basis the demands and require-
ments resulting from organizational changes and strate-
gies, as well as they relationships with the Human Capital 
in order to achieve the alignment between the practices 
for the management of people and the real needs of the 
business.

Central Committee of Credit 
As its exclusive attribution, the Board of Directors 
has delegated the capacity to grant credit to specially 
created committees, which shall consider and approve 
the different credit requests, and fix their amounts and 
conditions. Always considering the compliance with 
the different autonomies and delegation of capacities, 
the Executive Credit Committee, the Metropolitan 
Credit Committees, the Regional Credit Commit-
tees and the individual autonomies have been created. 

These committees shall consider and approve the diffe-
rent credit requests made by our customers, as well as 
inform the Board of Directors about the results of their 
administration. Likewise, they shall enforce the diffe-
rent risk policies adopted by the respective committee.

Ethics Committee 
Its mission is providing the Bank with a transparent and 
efficient tool and process to address the reception and re-
solution of issues related to its Code of Ethics for Banesco 
Citizens and the Rules on Conflict of Interests.

Risk Committee
Its core capacity is to fix the limits of risk exposure for each 
activity performed by the Bank, according to its policies, 
so as it could exist a sound administration of operating, 
market, legal and business risks, among others, according 
to the internal legislation and the best international prac-
tices. This committee gets together one a month. It also 
advices the Board of Directors and the different Credit 
Committees in the decision-making process and esta-
blishes the guidelines and policies they should adopt in 
order to preserve an appropriate risk exposure.

Information Technology Committee
The general purpose of this committee is to ensure that 
the technological implantations are aligned with the 
Organization’s strategies and objectives, keeping a global 
and horizontal vision of the business, making a responsible 
use of the resources, as well as identifying and managing 
the risks.

Steering Thematic Committees

http://tiempobanesco2/sites/DirEjeDesCoryCre/VpEjeGesCorProNeg/vpgobcorporativo/activosypasivos
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Quality Service and Channels Committee
It was created to foster and watch over the fulfillment of 
the value offer, as well as the service which has been pro-
mised to the customer, adjusting them to the customers’ 
needs through the policy, rules and standard follow-up, 
a permanent improvement of processes, products/services 
and human capital with a view to encourage a quality 
service culture aligned with the organizational strategic 
framework and its profitability.
Its strategic priorities are focused on the distribution 
channels (branches network, electronic banking) and the 
massive segment.

Communications and   
Responsibility Committee

This committee designs and implements the Corporate 
Plan of Strategic Communications and watches over its 
dully fulfillment. The Corporate Plan seeks to guarantee 
the alignment of the variables involved in communica-
tional processes with the business strategy, makes easier 
the relationship with the stakeholders and strengthens and 
improves the organizational identity and performance.
It also defines and coordinates strategies to implant the 
organizational culture in Banesco citizens by uniting its 
values and fostering the organizational philosophy in order 
to favor the development of changes. It also works to create 
identification and positioning the mission, vision, values 
and philosophy of the company through internal com-
munications.
This committee is appointed by the Board of Directors and 
it is the body directly responsible for the implantation and 
development of a Responsibility and Sustainability policy, 
with the participation of all the areas of our organization.

Executive Thematic Committees

Among its specific objectives we can mention: a) Propose and discuss strategies 
and guidelines to encourage Banesco Community Banking positioning in the 
low-income sectors in order to achieve the business massification and the increase 
of our country’s bankarization levels; b) Propose strategies to leverage our busi-
ness profitability through the sale of Banesco Community Banking products and 
services and a timely recovery; c) Propose new products and services to expand 
the service offer for our present and potential customers; d) Create opportunities 
to exchange ideas and develop debates which favor timely decision-making pro-
cesses and follow-up; e) Encourage the integration with the organizational vice-
presidencies in order to consolidate team-work and support our quality service.

Community Banking Committee

This committee 
is appointed by the 

Board of Directors and 
it is the body directly 

responsible for the 
implantation and 
development of a 

Responsibility and 
Sustainability policy, 

with the participa-
tion of all the areas 
of our organization.

Corporate 
Government
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Regulation, Unions and Corporate Participation
Banesco Banco Universal, C.A. is one of the organizations regulated by 
the Superintendent of Banks and Other Financial Institutions (Sudeban 
by its Spanish acronym), as well as by the Fund of Deposit Guarantee and 
Banking Protection (Fogade by its Spanish acronym). Banesco attends 
to meetings previously convened by these regulatory bodies and presents 
proposals for the implementation of changes. 

Banesco is also member of the Federation of Chambers and Associates for 
Trade and Production in Venezuela (Fedecamaras by its Spanish acronym) 
and is an important part in the franchises and other committees related 
to its business, such as Suiche 7B, Visa, MasterCard and the National 
Council for Housing. It also participates in the Credit Cards Chamber. 

From the social action perspective, Banesco Banco Universal, C.A. is a 
member of the Venezuelan-American Chamber of Industry and Trade 
(Venamcham) with national scope.

Our Policy on Ethics and Human Rights
Among our values, we underline transparency, respect and integrity. In 
this sense, we foster equality among our staff and in the treatment with our 
customers, without distinction as to ethnic origin, social and economic 
status, civil state, age, physical aspect, disability, political affinity, religious 
belief (of absence of it), sexual preferences or any other particularity, with 
respect for their individualities and guarantee of opportunities.

Our business relationships are based on equity, fair transactions and mu-
tual benefit and we apply a selection of suppliers free of discriminations. 
Therefore, we are strict in our practices to avoid conflicts of interest.

As it can be noticed all along this report, Banesco Banco Universal, C.A. 
includes in all its activities social and environmental concerns, although 
the organization has not yet defined formal policies to vote on these issues 
at the instances where the organization has the right to vote or to advise 
about a vote.

Banesco Banco Universal, C.A. adopted the United Nations Global Com-
pact in 2009, which asks companies from all over the world to embrace, 
within their sphere of influence, a set of principles for  their operations and 
strategies related to labor, environment, human rights, anti-corruption 
and transparency.

It is expected that all the member organizations promote among the pu-
blic the Global Compact and its principles through press notes, forums 
or lectures. Likewise, the organization shall communicate on an annual 
basis its achievements related to the implantation of the Ten Principles, 
through a public corporate report.

Banesco Banco Universal, C.A. is including these commitments in its bu-
siness strategy. In 2012, the organization adopted the following measures:

Gobierno Corporativo

Banesco participates 
and is also an active 
member of the   
following bodies:
— Central Bank of Venezuela 
(BCV): Operations Committee 
and Cash at a regional level, Pro-
ject of Payment Means, Trunca-
tion and Images and Electronic 
Compensation Chamber (checks, 
transfers and direct credits).

— Venezuelan Banking Associa-
tion (ABV by its Spanish acronym)

u Swift Executive Committee of 
the Banking Association

u Operations Committee

u Payment and Inter-banking 
Electronic Transfers Committee

u Taxes Committee

u Swift Corporation

• Application of a survey to 
our most important suppliers 
in order to determine which 
one of the Global Compact 

Ten Principles they are 
fulfilling at the moment o

f the survey. Only 25 out of 
593 suppliers interviewed 

said that they have in force 
policies on Human Rights.

• Divulgation of the Global 
Compact Ten Principles 

through our media (blog).
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Integral System for the Prevention   
and Control of Money Laundering and  
Terrorism Financing (SIAR LC/FT BY ITS   
Spanish acronym)  
On the matter of Prevention and Control of Capital Legitimation and 
Terrorism Financing, Banesco Banco Universal, C.A. abides by the Reso-
lution Nº 119-10, issued by SUDEBAN on March 9, 2010, and published 
in the Official Gazette Nº 39.388 of the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela, 
dated March 17, 2010, and reprinted in the Official Gazette Nº 39.494 of 
the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela, dated August 24, 2010, Resolution 
Nº 427 dated August 13, 2010, which establishes the “Rules Related to the 
Administration and Fiscalization of the Risks related to Prevention, Control 
and Fiscalization of Money Laundering Operations and Terrorism Financing 
by the Superintendent of Banks and Other Financial Institutions”.

Likewise, it abides by the Organic Law against the Organized Crime, 
Organic Law against Drugs, published on the Official Gazette Nº 39.510, 
dated September 15, 2010, which abolished the Organic Law against the 
Illegal Traffic and Consumption of Narcotics. Besides, Financial Institu-
tions are supervised, among other organizations, by SUDEBAN through 
the Intelligence National Unit (UNIF), the Anti-Drugs National Office 
(ONA), which is in charge of dictating the providences and other admi-
nistrative acts necessary to fulfill its obligations.

Banesco Banco Universal, C.A., as a Bounded Subject has taken all the 
relevant steps in order to strengthen its Integral Systems for Risk Ma-
nagement of Money Laundering and Terrorism Financing, taking into 
consideration the remarks indicated by the regulatory body through its 
official letters and notices, as well as the observations made by the External 
and Internal Auditors in their half-yearly and yearly reports.

In this sense, in 2012 and 2011 Banesco Board of Directors prepared, 
adjusted and approved the documentation demanded, according to the 
requirements established by the Regulating Body through Resolution N° 
119-10, as well as the new official letters and/or notifications related to the 
matter and issued by that regulating body.

By December 31, 2012 and 2011, the Board of Directors has designated 
444 and 419 enforcement employees nationwide, respectively, who, addi-
tionally to the duties they normally perform and according the require-
ments of Sudeban, shall:

u	 Act as the link with the Compliance Officer and support the tasks of 
risk prevention, control and management of the ML/TF in each area 
under their responsibility.

u	 Apply and supervise the rules, policies and procedures of Prevention and 
Control of the ML/TF activities in each area under their responsibility.

u	 Advice and support the staff under their responsibility in relation to 
the prevention and control procedures and the rules in force for the 
matter.

In this sense, in 2012 
and 2011 Banesco 
Board of Directors 
prepared, adjusted 
and approved the 

documentation de-
manded, according 
to the requirements 
established by the 
Regulating Body

The organizational structure of 
our Risk Management Integral 
System for Prevention and Con-
trol of Money Laundering and Te-
rrorism Financing is as follows:

u  Board of Directors

u President of the Bank

u  Compliance Officer for the 
Prevention of Money Launde-
ring and Terrorism Financing

u  Committee for the Prevention 
and Control of Money Laun-
dering and Terrorism Finan-
cing

u  Unit for the Prevention and 
Control of Money Laundering 
and Terrorism Financing 

u  Enforcement Employee

Corporate 
Government
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Report on fulfillment of the good corporate government rules

For Banesco Banco Universal C.A., the fulfillment of 
the corporate government principles means to carry 

out our activities according to the following standards:

1.  Efficiency: pointing to the creation of the highest value 
at the lowest costs, in the shortest term and achieving 
the established goals.

2. Equality: strict respect to the right of equal treatment 
to stockholders, workers and suppliers, as well as any 
person related to our company.

3. Respect to our stockholders’ economic and political 
rights.

4. Transparency, communication and information: buil-
ding the strongest truthfulness and credibility with the 
public through an integral and truthful divulgation of all 
the information required to get an upright knowledge 
of the company.

Therefore, in Banesco Banco Universal, C. A., we follow 
the principle “one share, one vote”. This is our way to 
recognize the proportionality that should be guaranteed 
between the share percentage in equity and the corres-
ponding right to participate in the institutional will, always 
through a well-documented exercise of our stockholders’ 
political rights. 

In the exercise of the good corporate government prac-
tices, Banesco Banco Universal, C.A. Board of Directors 
has taken the required steps to keep the standards of 
transparency and truthfulness needed to create an effi-
cient and sound environment in the Venezuelan securities 
market.

Likewise, Banesco Banco Universal, C. A., is determined 
to adopt the best international practices on the matter 
of Corporate Government and to do so it created the VP 
of Corporate Government. This VP evaluates and en-
courages the creation of new government mechanisms 
through the Steering and Executive Thematic Commit-
tees, which support the management of the Board of 
Directors and its Executive Direction for the benefit and 
protection of its stockholders, customers and employees, 
as well as the creation of actions lines to manage the 
incentive and managerial discipline.

The Steering Thematic Committees control and make a 
permanent follow-up of the internal and external rules and 
produce policies, plans and strategies to be submitted 
before the Board of Directors.

Additionally, the Bank has in place a program to educate 
and train Executive Directors, executives and the Medium 
Management on the matter of Corporate Government 
Knowledge and its best practices.

By December 31, 2012 
and 2011, the Board 
of Directors has de-

signated 444 and 419 
enforcement employees 
nationwide, respecti-

vely, who, additionally 
to the duties they 

normally perform and 
according the requi-
rements of Sudeban
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Our Policy 
We ratify our will of managing our business under a plural and participa-
tive approach. We firmly believe in the exchange of ideas and thoughts, 
thus we involve our stockholders in our daily routine. We count on a 
wide base of individuals who enjoy the benefits of a high profitability 
and solvency.

We respect the rights of the minority stockholders regarding the decree 
of dividends payment. We keep a transparent relationship with them 
through the Stockholders’ Meeting and the Stockholders’ Unit Mana-
gement. 

Our main objective is to return to our stockholders the trust they have 
placed in Banesco Banco Universal, C.A. through a suitable profitability 
of their capital, with solvency, a transparent corporate government and a 
careful risk management. The capital retribution policy seeks a balance 
between the payment of dividends and capitalization levels good enough 
to face the challenges, opportunities and difficulties ahead.

Each year we celebrate two Ordinary General Assemblies. In 2012 these 
meetings were held on March 26 and September 24, while in 2011 the 
meetings were held on March 28 and September 26.

Stockholders’ Unit Management
This Management, with the mission of providing our stockholders with 
a fast and transparent service, was created in 2008 to offer an improved 
service to our users. Here they can get all the required information about 
their investments: states of account of their dividends (historic registry), 
claims, external auditing certifications, stocks transfer in case of death or 
divorce, guarantee, reports delivery at request and everything related to 
their stocks.

The capital 
retribution policy 

seeks a balance 
between the payment

of dividends and 
capitalization levels 

good enough to 
face the challenges, 
opportunities and 
difficulties ahead.

Our 
Stockholders
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Preferred Stocks
At the end of 2012, Banesco had 38,840 stockholders: 33,003 were the 
owners of preferred stocks, while 5,837 owned common stocks.

In 2008, the Board of Directors made the decision of granting preferred 
shares as a professional acknowledgement to Banesco’s workers. This gift 
was granted as an acknowledgement for their work and commitment 
to the Organization. A total of 8,811 employees, accounting for 65% 
of Banesco’s staff for that date, were the beneficiaries. In August 2008, 
Banesco began to pay the corresponding dividends. Here is a table of the 
dividends paid corresponding to 2012 and 2011 and expresses in bolivars:

Dialogue with 
our Stockholders 

A flow of transparent information 
for our stockholders is one of the 
principles we have adopted as one 
of our policies. To do so we count 
on the following communication 
channels:

u	Stockholders’ Meeting

u	Stockholders’ Unit   
Management

u	Six-monthly financial reports

u	Corporate Social   
Responsibility Report

u	Corporate Web site,   
www.banesco.com

u	TiempoBanesco, monthly  
publications prepared  
by our Organization and  
addresses to our customers

u	CableBanesco (a CCTV at 
branches and service offices)

u	Meetings and exchanges 
with our stockholders

u	The media

u	Branches network.
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Our Policy
In Banesco Banco Universal, C.A. we encourage quality, fairness and 
the mutual satisfaction with our workers, creating in the process a har-
monious environment in the workplace and a better quality of life for all 
our employees.

We manage our Human Capital based on our corporate values and taking 
as a base the key competences that shall practice all the members of our 
institution. Individual and Social Responsibility are fundamental parts 
of these two aspects.

In this sense, the policy on the matter of Human Capital favors significant 
levels of development, competitive remuneration, individual and team 
motivation to achievement, as well as the protection and well-being for 
our workforce, with the firm belief that our workers are the fundamental 
axis of the Bank.

Our Management
In 2012, Banesco Banco universal, C.A. made efforts to protect our em-
ployees’ payroll, in spite of the world economic crisis, guaranteeing the 
stability and safety of our collaborators. At the closing day of the 2012 
fiscal year, Banesco’s payroll was composed of 13,105 employees, 5.32% 
below the previous year figure.

The distribution of employees per position and age group shows that we 
are a young and dynamic institution, with an average age among our 
employees of 33 years. In 2012, 89.25% of our Human Capital, that is 
11,696 employees, were people aged between 18 and 45 years.

Banesco Banco Universal, C.A. intention is to be a solid and discrimina-
tion-free employment source and as a proof of this assertion, 85.82% of 
our workers are fixed employees. 64.35% of them are women and the per-
sonnel filling the base positions accounts for 39.18% of the total payroll.

In 2012, Banesco
Banco universal, C.A. 
made efforts to protect 
our employees’ payroll, 

in spite of the world 
economic crisis, 
guaranteeing the 

stability and safety of 
our collaborators. 

Our 
Human 
Capital
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Banesco Banco 
Universal, C.A. 

intention is to be 
a solid and 

discrimination-free 
employment source and 

as a proof of this 
assertion, 85.82% 
of our workers are 
fixed employees.

Our Human 
Capital
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National Distribution
The territorial distribution established by Banesco for its operations has 
turned the Bank into an important employment source at the different 
regions of the country. 85.82% of our payroll is composed of fixed em-
ployees. This percentage recorded an important increase in comparison to 
2011, as during this period the collaborators who joined the Bank under 
contract in 2011 were promoted to fixed employees.

In the regions, the hiring process of the executives ascribed to the sales 
area helps to support the local communities while, at the same time, 
allows a better understanding of the regional situation based on particu-
larities of each region. This, in turn, acts as a strategic strength as the base 
of the decision-making process adjusted to the particularities of each zone.

The hiring process in the countryside is carried out following the same 
rules and procedures applied in the Capital City, through the evaluation 
of the candidates and their profiles, which shall be in accordance with 
the organizational requirements.

In the countryside, the vice-presidents in charge of the Sales Network are 
native of each one of these regions. This favors a better understanding of 
the economic dynamics of each region and its customers.

In the countryside, the 
vice-presidents in charge 

of the Sales Network 
are native of each one 
of these regions. This 

favors a better unders-
tanding of the economic 
dynamics of each region 

and its customers.
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Hires And Separations Patterns
The Turnover Index is a function of the percentage index between hires 
and separations in relation to the number of employees in the area and 
over a given period of time. From 2011 to 2012, the index went from 
16.71% to 18.33%.

Banesco Banco Universal, C.A. Collective Bargain does not establish a 
minimum previous notice in relation to organizational changes. The Bank 
abides by the regulations established in the Organic Law of Labor and 
the Lopcymat.

Performance Evaluation
In order to cover the Performance Evaluation cycle, in 2011 we conducted 
for the first time the evaluation of quantitative goals for all the Bank po-
pulation. All the organizational levels of the Bank record their objectives 
and their performance is evaluated based on these data.

A total of 11,801 employees were submitted to performance evaluations 
in 2012, accounting for 90.05% of the active workers at the end of that 
year. The remaining percentage corresponds to those workers who joined 
the Bank after that deadline established to conduct the process and also 
those employees under medical leave, trainees and employees separated 
from the organization at the moment of carrying out the performance 
evaluation 2013.

A total of 11,801 
employees were 

submitted to 
performance 

evaluations in 2012, 
accounting for 90.05% 
of the active workers 

at the end of that year. 

Our Human 
Capital
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Job Promotions 
In Banesco Banco Universal, C.A. we believe in our employees’ talents. 
Thus, our promotion policy provides our employees with the possibility 
of growing internally towards positions of more and more responsibility. 
In 2012 we promoted 965 workers as the primary source to fill vacancies.

Workers With Disabilities 
From the very beginning, Banesco has been deeply aware about the need 
of creating jobs for people with disabilities able to participate in the labor 
market when they are previously prepared and trained by specialized 
associations on this matter. We have provided these people with the pos-
sibility of dealing with flexible and dynamic activities. No doubt, their 
development has turned them into productive persons and their effort 
and perseverance have become an example to be followed within and 
outside the Bank.

Remuneration  
policy
Banesco Banco Universal, C.A., is 
committed to the permanent eva-
luation of our employees’ needs, 
as well as being an organization at 
the forefront of the best labor con-
ditions. Therefore, in 2012 and to 
comply with the new Labor Law, 
Banesco eliminated the atypical 
efficiency wage, and this change 
accounted for a 10% raise over the 
total annual compensation for Ba-
nesco Citizens. This increase had 
an impact of 3% on the monthly 
wages and 8% over the annual 
economic package. Besides, the 
amount of the Food Coupons was 
also increased between 38% and 
101% in October, and based on 
the monthly wage.

Our Human 
Capital
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Training
We are committed to the professional growth and development of our human talents. Thus, we provide them 
with the necessary training that pushes them towards the achievement of the required competences.
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Fostering Innovation Culture in Banesco
Aware as we are of the need of making of innovation the territory of 
all our organization, the new Business Corporate Model demanded that 
the knowledge, until now concentrated on a specialized area, would be 
transferred to the different business areas that now count on the function 
called “Management of Innovation”.

Through two important action lines we guarantee the alignment and 
management synergies of the corporate management of innovation.

Transferencia de Conocimientos
Coordination of the Corporate Development Committee: Under the gui-
dance of the Director of Corporate Development, the Bank successfully 
started the management of organizational competitive initiatives, as well 
as the discussion about market trends and global macro-trends. The new 
body of our corporate government is in charge of articulating the new 
decentralized vision to manage ideas, guaranteeing at the same time alig-
nment, synergy and integral vision.

Great Trends of the Banking Business:
During the year 2012, the VP of Innovation submitted before the Cor-
porate Development Committee and the different areas of Products Ma-
nagement, Segments and Channel a series of research about the Trends 
of the Banking Business focused on products, services and new business.

This research was based on information about the national and interna-
tional market available at the Internet and concentrated on the following 
discussion topics:

The aforementioned research was published and is available so as our 
Innovation Community could use it.

u	Open Innovation

u	Innovation Processes

u	Social media

u	Branches 2.0

u	Products and Services Packing

u	Internet Banking

u	Banca Móvil

u	Virtual Banks

u	Peer Group    
Advertising Strategies**

u	Intermediation

u	Payment Means and 
other Businesses

Under the guidance 
of the Director of 

Corporate Development, 
the Bank successfully 
started the manage-

ment of organizational 
competitive initiatives, 
as well as the discussion 
about market trends and 

global macro-trends.

Our Human 
Capital
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SAP-HCM PHASE II 
The Executive VP of Human Capital has a self-service portal with a robust 
offer of products and services, so as they could evaluate their professional 
profiles, manage their development, see and request benefits and make 
administrative procedures in an easier, faster and more efficient manner 
in comparison with the traditional means. This new tool fosters the em-
ployee self-management, as it produces requests online and immediate 
answers, without the physical presentation of documentation or visits to 
the Human Capital offices.

The portal was developed and is continuously updated under the SAP 
platform. It is aligned to the best world practices for self-services mana-
gement. Its functionalities are friendly user, which in turn makes easier its 
navigation. It is also ecological, as it reduces the printing of documents, 
forms and requirements usually necessary to apply for a service or benefit 
of Human Capital.

Training And Workshops on Integral Risk 
In the framework of our Plan of Risk Culture, the block Training and 
Education was one of the processes with the higher amount of specia-
lized actions during 2012. The activities were aimed to give the necessary 
knowledge on the matter of Risk, emphasizing the knowledge and display 
of key roles of management, such as the Delegate of Integral Risk (DIR), 
the Master Delegate of Integral Risk (MDIR) and the Consultant of In-
tegral Risk (CIR), as well as the reinforcement of the functions associated 
to the areas of Audit and Processes for the application of the Methodology 
of Risk Management, all this through specialized and general training at 
the different level of our Organization and different instances that cover 
several attention channels and knowledge levels.

Since 2011, these activities have not produced any cost for the Organi-
zation, as they are carried out by support teams of Human Capital who 
carry out training in the regions and the metropolitan area for the new 
employees and specialized training on Operating Risk.

The portal was 
developed and is 

continuously updated 
under the SAP 

platform. It is aligned 
to the best world 
practices for self-

services 
management. 
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Prevention and Control of Money   
Laundering and Terrorism Financing 
In compliance of the legal rules in force on prevention, control and fiscali-
zation of those operations that could be carried out through our financial 
institution to legitimate capitals (money laundering) and/or financing 
terrorism from illegal activities in general, and with the purpose of deve-
loping legal, risk-free and responsible business, Banco Banco Universal, 
C.A. offers its Annual Training Program with allows the Organization to 
face the aggressions of the organized crime and the potential judicial mis-
takes with a negative impact on innocent people involved. This program 
is addressed to all our employees, from those at the base of our structure, 
who has a direct contact with the customers, to those in the highest ranks 
of our Bank, including the Board of Directors.

These workshops provide the employees general knowledge on the matter, 
its functions and the importance of identifying, evaluate and manage the 
operating risks in the Bank, as well as tools to clarify their doubts and to 
know their labor experiences. This, in turn, allows the articulation of the 
activities they carry out with the management of operating risks.

Adiestramiento en el área de Prevención...

Our Human 
Capital
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Workshops on Human Rights
u	Workshop addressed to the staff ascribed to the Security area of the 

Executive VP of Protection. This workshop was given by Provea, a 
non-profit ONG devoted to the study and divulgation of Knowledge 
on Human Rights. 68 auxiliary security agents were trained in 2011 
on this matter. 

u	Workshop to raise awareness among the staff ascribed to the Executive 
VP of Massive Segments about Resolution 209-08 issued by Sudeban.

 Banesco continues 
applying the Virtual 

Learning Platform, an 
interactive learning 
system with diffe-

rent instruments and 
multimedia contents 
that encourages the 

development of compe-
tences and knowledge 
which are crucial for 

every employee

In 2012, through the Self-Service Portal, Banesco con-
ducted the 360º Diagnosis of Competences of all its em-
ployees, including executives, managers, professionals 
and the base, with a participation of 86% of its population. 
This means that Banesco citizens now have a guide to 
make their own diagnosis about their competences and to 
know their strengths, with the help of tools to improve their 
professional profile. This diagnosis was reinforced with the 
identification of the technical knowledge related to the core 
business and the evaluation of how our employees master 
this knowledge.

Likewise, Banesco continues applying the Virtual Learning 
Platform, an interactive learning system with different ins-
truments and multimedia contents that encourages the 
development of competences and knowledge which are 

crucial for every employee, according to his role for a suc-
cessful performance. The platform was launched in 2011 
with a life-transmission of de modular program Service 
Experience, which addresses the different theoretical and 
practical aspects of Quality Service. As an organization 
focused on serving and satisfying our customers’ needs 
with quality products and services, Banesco activated this 
tool for all its employees as an instrument of a high value 
for the professional development of each Banesco Citizen. 
The tool strengthens quality behaviors, codes and atten-
tion/service procedures for the customers. The module 
for the Development of Banesco Competences was im-
plemented in 2012 to bring new contents in order to foster 
development and close the attitudinal competences gap, 
core technical knowledge to achieve regulatory standards 
and offering a superior service to our customers.

Development of Competences
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Internships Program
Banesco Banco Universal, C.A. Internships Program allows the early re-
cruitment of talents to be incorporated into our Organization in order to 
foster their long-term development within the Bank.

Each year, we receive a group of 30 students from High School and 
Medium Technicians from Fe y Alegría, in the framework of an agre-
ement for occupational internships. Under this agreement, the trainees 
are provided with the opportunity to meet with success the academic 
requirements to finish their studies and they are also provided with the 
theoretical-practical experience to enter the labor market. The Ministry of 
Higher Education, along with the Institutions of Higher, Technical and 
University Education, establish the duration of these internships, which 
shall be at least 240 hours, according to the regulations of the Internships 
National Program. 

It is also our responsibility to assign a mentor to each intern. This Corpo-
rate Mentor shall review the development of the activities program and 
look after its fulfillment in order to guarantee the success of this learning 
experience.

Quality of Life, Free Time And Personal  
Development
In 2012, we developed a series of recreational, cultural, sports and vo-
lunteers activities in the framework of our Plan Quality of Life. These 
activities contributed to improve the quality of life of our workers and 
encourage them to make a better use of their free time, fostering new 
opportunities to reconcile labor and personal life of our Banesco Citizens. 
Some of these activities are the following:

Our Human 
Capital
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Labor Health  

Labor Safety and Health
In Banesco we are aware of the importance of protecting our workers 
from potential labor risks. Therefore, we foster safe work conditions and a 
favorable, adjustable and ideal labor environment for the best performance 
of our people, well beyond the provisions of the labor laws in force.

At the end of 2012, Banesco had carried out 35 environmental evalua-
tions in order to monitor, analyze and control the existent environmental 
conditions at our main work centers (temperature, noise, light, etc.) to 
prevent diseases caused or aggravated by the work and labor accidents. 
16 information campaigns were developed at our Intranet with a view to 
prevent accidents, labor diseases and expand the knowledge of the rules 
associated with labor safety and health at our branches. These campaigns 
reached to  more than 11,000 workers.
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Likewise, we carried out 16 partial evacuation simulations in Ciudad 
Banesco and 2 more at Tower I, El Rosal.

Our bulletin board “Labor Security and Health updated” is published on 
a quarterly basis and it’s delivered among all Banesco Banco Universal, 
C.A. administrative offices and branches.

For Banesco, it is important to educate our staff. Therefore, we foster 
accidents prevention within and outside our facilities, through training 
sessions on labor security and health.

Additionally, in the framework of the Month against Breath Cancer, we 
brought to Ciudad Banesco the mobile unit of the Venezuelan Anticancer 
Society to offer free-cost tests to diagnose breath, cervix, skin and prostate 
cancer. This unit applied tests from October 22 to 27, as well as skin, 
cytology and prostate antigen tests to over 300 employees.

Besides, the SenosAyuda Foundation offered 117 mammograms to Ba-
nesco Banco Universal, C.A. employees who were referred by the Anti-
cancer Society mobile clinic, based on the resulting diagnosis.

The SenosAyuda 
Foundation offered 

117 mammograms to 
Banesco Banco 

Universal, C.A. employees 
who were referred by 

the Anticancer Society 
mobile clinic, based 

on the resulting 
diagnosis.

Banesco Banco Universal, C.A. Co-
llective Bargain currently in force, 
dully homologated by the Direction 
of National Labor Inspectorate and 
Other Labor Collective Matters for 
the Private Sector, protects all our 
fixed employees under undetermined 
contracts working at any place of the 
nation, excluding the Presidents of the 
Board of Directors, Chairmen, Direc-
tors and Vice-Presidents. INCES trai-
nees and interns are also excluded 
from this collective bargain.

Since November 2012, the Basic In-
surance Policy covering for Hospi-
talization and Surgery has remained 
unchanged in Bs. 30,000, as well as 
the Maternity covering of Bs. 20,000. 
This collective bargain includes 
clauses of different nature: preliminary, 
general, economic, social-economic 

and labor union and final clauses. It 
grants very competitive economic and 
social benefits in the banking market. 
Its central purpose is to improve the 
quality of life of our workers and their 
families, as it grants additional eco-
nomic benefits, such as Hospitaliza-
tion, Surgery and Maternity Insurance 
Policy for the worker and his family 
(spouse, children), scholarships for 
the worker, and toys for their children, 
aid to acquire school supplies, among 
others. This is the result of applying 
the principle of Social Responsibility 

to our main asset, our human capital, 
in order to create well-being, improve 
labor conditions and the quality of life 
of our workers.

Additionally, and in order to avoid the 
devaluation of the amounts granted, 
several clauses included in our Co-
llective Bargain establish yearly ad-
justments for scholarships, aid for 
school supplies, contribution for ma-
rriage and birth of children, death of 
relatives, among others.

Labor Relations

Our Human 
Capital
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Steps Taken to Deal With Corruption  
Incidents
Financial institutions are exposed 
to all kind of risks, mainly those 
linked to Money Laundering and 
Terrorism Financing. In Banesco 
we are protected by our Integral 
System to Prevent and Control 
Money Laundering and Terrorism 
Financing, which involves and 
binds all Banesco citizens who 
could help to prevent, control and 
identify any attempt to legitimate 
illegal capital or to finance terrorist 
activities.

In this sense, we provide induction lectures to our new employees, as 
well as specialized training workshops for the staff in charge of our sales 
network and centralized areas. Likewise, we have included in our Intranet 
all the necessary information about this topic, urging at the same time 
our workers to support the actions of the Unit for the Prevention and 
Control of Money Laundering and Terrorism Financing. We also count 
on direct lines of communication with the Committee of Ethics and 
Conduct (see chapter ‘Corporate Government’), as well as a mail box 
identified as “Banesco Unit of Money Laundering Prevention”, where 
anyone can notify about unusual or suspicious activities identified by 
customers or employees.

The main tool to reduce these risks is to maintain and apply comprehensive 
and effective control mechanisms available to the customer (“Knowing 
your Customer” policy at the Sales Network) in order to avoid relations 
with sensitive or vulnerable customers for our financial institution as a 
means for they to carry out illegal activities, such as fraud, money laun-
dering, swindle or any other act of corruption.

Before the suspicious of a corruption incident involving Banesco em-
ployees, the first step is to analyze the facts in order to determine if the 
displayed behavior falls into any kind of illegal action, according to the 
Venezuelan regulation on the matter. If this is so, we make a formal com-
plain before the competent national authorities, so as they could start the 
necessary investigations to prove the crime.

Likewise, as a transparency measure and application of our policy “Know 
your Employee”, the staff working in our institution is obliged to notify 
the source of the funds in their accounts, excluding their payroll income.

Freedom of   
Association
Banesco Banco Universal, C.A. 
guarantees all and each one of 
the rights established in the Na-
tional Constitution, the Organic 
Law of Labor and its Provisions 
and other applicable labor laws, 
particularly the right of free asso-
ciation with legal purposes and 
the right to create and participate 
in labor unions.

The Bank guarantees that its 
workers could effectively exert all 
these rights, without any restric-
tion, but those established by the 
Law. A proof of this was the af-
filiation, at the end of December 
2012, of 12,205 workers to SI-
TRABANESCO, the Nation Union 
of Workers of Banesco Banco 
Universal, C.A. Financial Group. 
This union gathers 93.13% of our 
total payroll. As another example 
of freedom of association, Ba-
nesco guarantees the right of our 
workers to celebrate and nego-
tiate Collective Bargains. In fact, 
several Collective Bargains have 
been subscribed with SITRABA-
NESCO.
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Equal Opportunities And Non-Discrimination
Banesco Banco Universal, C.A. takes all the required steps likely to esta-
blish an honorable, ethical, respectful, gentle and fair labor environment 
for all the employees working in our organization or those with expec-
tations of joining our ranks. In Banesco Banco Universal, C.A. all our 
workers receive an equal treatment, without any distinction whatsoever 
of age, race, religion, political or sexual orientation, or any other discri-
mination, grating the same opportunities to all our workers. 

We encourage all our collaborators to strengthen their capabilities, ta-
lents and competences. Therefore, to this date Banesco has no reports 
of discrimination against its workers. Our activities are limited to areas 
where there are no margin to produce situations colliding with rights of 
the indigenous population. Internally, we also count on rules that pre-
vent discrimination practices, such as our Collective Bargain (Clause 2, 
General Declaration of Principles) and the Code of Ethics and Behavior 
for Banesco Citizen, which has been in force since 2009.

Relation between Base Wage and Gender,  
detailed by professional level
The Venezuelan labor market is characterized by an offer of men higher 
than the offer of women for certain areas and positions. Banesco offers 
equal opportunities without any discrimination based on gender. Proof 
of this assertion is the fact that 59% of our Vice-Presidents are women.

Forced Labor
As a leader and socially responsible institution, Banesco has always gua-
ranteed not only the enforcement of the national legislation in force but 
of all those international treaties signed by the nation on this matter. For 
this reason, Banesco labor force has never reported any incident of forced 
labor whatsoever.

Child Exploitation
The very nature of the banking 
business demands activities and 
functions that would hardly favor 
or allow child exploitation. Ba-
nesco Banco Universal, C.A. em-
ployees are adults, except for our 
INCE’s trainees who are under-
age. These apprentices devote 
most of their time to educational 
and accounting regulated and su-
pervised by the INCE. Therefore, 
no risk incidents of child exploi-
tation have been identified within 
the organization.

As a leader and 
socially responsible 
institution, Banesco 

has always guaranteed 
not only the enforce-
ment of the national 

legislation in force but 
of all those international 

treaties signed by the 
nation on this matter. 

Our Human 
Capital
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Benefits Granted to Our Workers
Improving the quality of life of our collaborators composing the big Ba-
nesco Banco Universal, C.A. family has always been one of our main goals. 
Our permanent challenge is to remain as a leader company in terms of 
benefits and best labor conditions for our workers.

Year after year, our Organization makes efforts to evaluate the social and 
economic conditions in our country and provide our Human capital with 
competitive benefits and the best conditions to improve their quality of 
life. Therefore, our benefits program covers all the staff, including those 
employees under part-time contracts or temporary workers. For these re-
ason, Banesco is at the forefront of Venezuela financial sector, particularly 
in terms of labor benefits such Workers’ Food Laws, health and housing 
for our workers.

Some of our main benefits cover fundamental aspects for our workers’ 
well-being, particularly those addresses to foster preventive health care, 
sports, recreation and the positive use of free time.
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Non-Contractual Benefits    
It is important to mention that our temporary workers (hired for a de-
termined period of time) also enjoy the benefits established by the Labor 
Collective Bargain, as well as the contractual benefits offered by Banesco 
Banco Universal, C.A. to its fixed workers.

Program “Your House with Banesco”
In 2005, Banesco Banco Universal, C.A established as a concrete goal for its 
strategic planning that all its employees with more than a year of service in the 
organization should have a house of their own. At the end of 2012, this program 
reached to a total accumulated investment of Bs. 1,340,641.87 for the benefit of 
6,458 workers.

Our Human 
Capital
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Employees Satisfaction Index

AA 1000 Standard
Since 2007, we have been working on the application of the international 
standard called Accountability 1000 (AA100), which will guide our efforts 
as an “Accountable” organization. That is, we have to explain or justify 
the actions or omissions for which we are responsible before those who 
has a legitimate interest on our Bank’s sustainability and the development 
of processes and goals for a sustained improvement of our performance.

In 2010, we recorded a significant advance towards the application of this 
standard, in terms of design and the planning to carry out the dialogue. 
In 2011 we carried out our first dialogue with a group of 30 workers from 
all the regions, levels and genders, always abiding by the phases of the 
dialogue process as it was established by the standard. These phases are 
the following: inclusion, relevance and response capacity.

This first meeting was attended by Banesco Banco Universal, C.A Presi-
dent and its Multinational Director of Human Capital, who listened to 
the participants’ requirements in relation to the topic exposed: a proper 
knowledge of the Code of Ethics; individual development plans for em-

Organizational  
Climate Study
In 2012, Banesco applied an eva-
luation instrument adjusted to the 
Organization’s needs. This tool 
diagnosed not only the climate 
but also the aspects associated 
to the organizational culture. This 
instrument is composed of 67 
items, divided into two modules, 
40 items for the module Culture 
and 27 items for the module Cli-
mate. These items reflect the most 
relevant dimensions and areas for 
the life of our workers and organi-
zation and they allow to obtaining 
results much closer to our reality 
as Banesco Citizens.

The results of this study show that 
we are positioned in the category 
of “Strengths”, equivalent to ob-
taining 76%. This means that our 
Organization encourages a cli-
mate and culture characterized 
by a high performance and our 
permanent commitment to go 
forward to better results.
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ployees; wage levels and incentives, based on criteria such as business 
sustainability, equality and justice according to achievements and merits.

Para el 2012, realizamos la planificación estratégica para llevar a cabo y  
para darle continuidad al diálogo con los trabajadores, sin embargo por 
temas logísticos se trasladó para enero del 2013,

All along 2011 last quarter, the Bank provided a customized response to 
the dialogue participants and the rest of Banesco Citizens, with informa-
tion about the strategies to be implemented in the future and the results 
of the first encounter.

For 2012, we developed the strategic planning to carry out and continue 
the dialogue with our workers. However, for logistic problems, it was 
postponed for January 2013.

Internal Communications Management
These are our internal communication channels:

u	CableBanesco: a CCT system at Ciudad Banesco.

u	TiempoBanesco Intranet.

u	The Virtual Library, available through our Tiempo Banesco Intranet, 
was specially created to display all the core information related to the 
business in a simple, updated an easy-access format.

u	Bulletin Boards: a useful electronic tool to place announcements, 
available in LotusNotes and the Intranet, to get information about 
products, services and goods sold by our employees.

u	TiempoBanesco, monthly Bulletin Boards placed at elevators, bran-
ches and service areas.

u	Weekly bulletin, sent by e-mail.

u	Special Bulletins sent by e-mail.

Satisfaction Of Our Staff With The Internal 
Communications
The VP of Corporate Intelligence conducted the Channels Survey in 
2012 in order to measure the satisfaction level of our staff in relation to 
our internal communications.

At 2012 year-end, the satisfaction level with our internal communications 
was 8.5 points measured with a 1-10 scale. The survey was carried out with 
a sample of 552 subjects, a +_ 4.0 error margin and 95% or reliability.

This value is slightly below the one recorded in 2011 (8.7 points) and it’s 
the highest value recorded during the last 7 years reviewed.

Our Human 
Capital



The External Dimension of 
Our Social Responsibility
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Our Policy
In Banesco Banco Universal, C.A. we focus our social investment on sup-
porting projects linked to the education and health sectors. We develop 
our social action, hand in hand with the institutions that, all along the 
Venezuelan territory, materialize the fight and action initiatives to favor 
the communities. We count on a Manual of Rules and Proceedings that 
rules all the resources request process and approval. The Manual can be 
found at our Web page www.banesco.com.

The Social Partners concept involves a medium and long-term relationship 
which guarantees the continuity of the projects, so as the contributions 
could be more than mere aids but a growth process for the participant 
organizations. To this end, we employ a series of financial tools and we 
conduct regular surveys, visits and progress reports.

An indispensable and crucial condition for an organization to be and re-
main one of our Social Partners is its commitment to provide timely and 
detailed information about the development of the projects supported by 
Banesco Banco Universal, C.A.

We do not participate in projects of an individual nature, without tech-
nical and financial sustainability or lacking a multiplying effect on the 
community (at least 100 people).

Our Management
During 2012, Banesco Banco Universal, C.A. supported initiatives and 
projects created to meet the basic needs of the most disadvantaged com-
munities and groups of society. These initiatives belong to the fields of 
education and health care.

To develop these initiatives, Banesco has established long-term alliances 
with expert institutions on these areas that we call our Social Partners. For 
2012, our Social Partners were the following: Fe y Alegría, “Don Bosco 
Houses” Civil Association, Foundation of the Child in Need of Protection 
(Fundana by its Spanish acronym), The Children Museum Foundation, 

During 2012, Banesco 
Banco Universal, C.A. 

supported initiatives and 
projects created to meet 

the basic needs of the most 
disadvantaged communi-
ties and groups of society. 
These initiatives belong 
to the fields of educa-
tion and health care.

Our Social 
Partners
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Andrés Bello Catholic University (UCAB), Venezuelan Association of 
Catholic Education (AVEC), Venezuelan Foundation against Infantile 
Paralysis, “Audaz” Association for the Guidance and Support of People 
with Special Needs (Apoye), Salesian Women Civil Association, State-
Foundation for the National Systems of Youth and Children Orchestras 
of Venezuela (Fesnojiv), Always Friends Civil Association and Los Roques 
Scientific Foundation.

We have maintained a permanent dialogue with these institutions, through 
meetings, interviews and activities that have been opportunities to dis-
cover potential collaboration ways that allow Banesco Banco  Universal, 
C.A. to contribute to the satisfaction of the real needs of our society.

Following, we offer a summary of the support that Banesco has been 
providing for years to the institutions that compose our Corporate Social 
Responsibility Program.

Accountability

Each year we conduct a survey among our Social Partners in order 
to monitor the evolution of the projects under execution and our 
partners’ satisfaction level. This survey allows us to make a com-
prehensive follow-up of the different initiatives, as well as about the 
investment and the fulfillment of our recommendations for the suc-
cessful conclusion of these projects, correcting potential deviations 
and building indicators to gauge the social impact of these programs.
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With the promotion of these initiatives, Banesco Banco Universal C.A. contributes with two of the 
Millennium Development Goals established by the United Nations: the eradication of extreme pov-
erty from the planet and universal primary education.
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Our Policy
Our motivation is to make a solid contribution to all the neighboring 
communities to our different headquarters nationwide. Therefore, we 
practice the “good neighbor” policy. Guided by this vision, Banesco Banco 
Universal, C.A. adds its presence to our society, interacting with the di-
fferent actors involved, keeping an eye on their problems and making a 
contribution suitable to their expectations.

Banesco social action has many faces that reflect our goal of including 
those sectors deprived from education and health, thus, impaired to break 
the vicious cycle of poverty. 

In this sense, the organization’s task is to offer study scholarships, work-
shops, support for educational lectures, material and equipment donations 
and a wide and growing work carried out by our volunteers.

Likewise, we grant financing from time to time to activities and projects 
that create benefits for society, exclusively if they are related to education 
and health.

We also consider as very important cultural activities, offering the com-
munities a wide range of opportunities to enhance their aesthetical and 
intellectual background.

Our Management
u	We granted study scholarships to 12 people who are beneficiaries of 

Banesco Life Scholarships. This initiative was launched in 1996, when 
we decided to provide our current account holders affiliated to any of 
Banesco Plans with the opportunity to participate in quarterly draws 
which prize is a study scholarship named “Banesco Scholarship”. This 
scholarship covers all the academic expenses from pre-school to higher 
education, and even post-graduate studies. The beneficiary can also 
transfer the scholarship to his relatives for the same purpose.

We also consider as 
very important cultural 

activities, offering 
the communities a 

wide range of oppor-
tunities to enhance 

their aesthetical and 
intellectual 

background.

Social Action 
in the 
Community
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Words for Venezuela:  
Visions of an Economy 
with a Human face

u	Our branches network has become the driving force behind our So-
cial Partners’ initiatives. Banesco supports them with annual raffles 
to raise funds in order to finance social projects.

In 2012, Banesco Banco Universal, 
C.A. held the fourth edition of the 
Words for Venezuela, which has be-
come an occasion to share ideas and 
thoughts with authorized voices that 
can provide solutions, projects and 
initiatives to our society.

Over four thousand people got to-
gether in Ciudad Banesco to listen to 
three special guests, the former presi-
dents of Brazil, Spain and Chile, Fer-
nando Henrique Cardoso, Felipe Gon-
zález and Ricardo Lagos, respectively.

People from the different Venezuelan 
regions accompanied Banesco in 
this event: farmers and industrials, 
entrepreneurs, university students, 
doctors, legal advisors, planners, en-
gineers, visual artists, poets, anchors 
and journalists, public servants and 
authorities representing the different 
governmental fields; experts on public 
policies, representatives of the finan-
cial sector, workmates and friends.

During the event, our most outstanding 
micro-entrepreneurs showed their tes-
timonies through moving videos. Juan 
Carlos Escotet Rodríguez, President 
of the Board of Directors of Banesco 
Banco Universal, C.A., formalized the 
alliance with Fe y Alegría and Microsoft 
for the massification of the Program 
of Training for Micro-entrepreneurs, 
which will provide customers and po-
tential customers of our Community 
Banking with administrative, manage-
rial and technological tools.
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Social Action in 
the Community

u	Ciudad Banesco has also been the scene of different activities organized 
by our Social Partners and other institutions, which have a positive 
impact on the community.
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Banesco-Colinas de Bello Monte    
Participative Budget
Since 2008, Banesco Banco Universal, C.A. established a systematic dia-
logue with Colinas de Bello Monte community, a sector of Caracas where 
is located our headquarters, Ciudad Banesco. 

The budget executed from 2008 to 2012 amounts to Bs. 2,254,415.40 for 
projects to be developed in and by the community.

To distribute the funds, the community organizations of this zone and 
authorities are convened. They are the Neighbors Assoc., Community 
Council, Baruta Mayoralty, Technical Room for Local Public Planning, 
the Central University of Venezuela (UCV), the Municipal Council for 
the Children and Adolescents, the Parrish Board, Peace Judges, as well as 
private foundations with operations in the zone and individual citizens. 

The community representatives expose their projects and they are sub-
mitted to a secret vote by which these representatives decide the priority 
and order of the works to be carried out. A total amount of Bs. 497,455.40 
was granted in 2012 to develop projects to improve the quality of life of 
Colinas de Bello Monte residents. Here are the projects chosen:

Like in previous years, the participative budget discussion was moderated 
by Oman Hernández, a psychologist and expert on urban topics.
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A new Space for the Community  
To start the Christmas season in 2013, Banesco Banco Universal, C.A. 
opened a new space on the first floor of Tower 2, located in El Rosal, 
where a series of activities were developed all along December, such as 
photographic session with St. Claus, writing of Christmas letters, magic 
and balloons, make-up for children, gaita bands and Banesco Chorus 
presentations, among others, for the children.

With the opening of this space, Banesco Banco Universal, C.A. kicked-off 
its Christmas Solidarity campaign: for each brand-new toy donated, or 
its equivalent value in bolivars, the Bank would donate another toy to the 
children attended to by three of its Social Partners: Don Bosco Houses’ 
Network, Foundation for the Children in Need of Protection (Fundana) 
and the Venezuelan Foundation Against Infantile Paralysis.

To start with this campaign, Banesco Banco Universal, C.A. donated 
1,000 gifts. The customers interested on this activity participated in three 
different ways:

u	Making a transfer via BanesOnline to the current account Nº 
01340712627121001152, in the name of BANESCO REGALOS (BA-
NESCO TOYS), RIF J-8805187.

u	Making a deposit through Banesco Multifunctional ATMs.

u	Bringing a toy to the square of Banesco in El Rosal Tower. 

The account BANESCO TOYS was updated twice a week and the ba-
lance was exhibited on El Rosal Tower façade, which was ornamented 
with a Saint Claus who was in charge of counting the amount raised. The 
device with the figures was made with LED light bulbs.

At the end of this campaign, and thanks to the participation of the general 
public, Banesco employees and our Bank itself, we gathered 6,060 gifts, 
which were distributed among the children attended to by three of Ba-
nesco Social Partners: Foundation for the Children in Need of Protection 
(Fundana) and the Venezuelan Foundation against Infantile Paralysis.

1,586 toys were collected. 1,000 of those were given by Banesco and the re-
maining was brought by the public to the collection centers. The children 
attended to by Don Bosco Houses Network, Fundana and the Infantile 
Orthopedic Hospital received the gifts, while other children  supported 
by other Social Partners (The Good Samaritan Foundation, Children 
with AIDS and Foundation for the Child with Cancer) were also favored

Regarding the money raised, the total amount was Bs. 671,161.80, inclu-
ding donations from the general public and Banesco. These funds were 
distributed into equal parts among Don Bosco Houses, Fundana and the 
Infantile Orthopedic Hospital.

Social Action in 
the Community
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Social Responsibility Activities in Banesco Community Banking 

Aligned with Banesco Banco Universal, C.A. Corporate Social Responsibility strategy and looking for a closer relationship 
with the communities where they live, Banesco Community Banking employees embarked on a series of activities focused 
on those zones. Some of these activities were the following:

u	Community Cinema: This outdoors cinema offers 
exhibitions of films for free at these popular zones. 
During 2012, Banesco Community Banking showed 
10 films in Petare, Baruta, Dos Caminos, La Cande-
laria, Catia, Chacaíto and Caricuao. 

u	La Vega Community Branch: At Central Brisas de 
Oriente, a community located in Carrizal, Los Teques, 
a group of employees of this community branch de-
livered trophies donated by Banesco to the children 
of the “Escuela de Fútbol Menor”. 

u	Antímano Community Branch: an activity called “Pa-
pagayo por Nuestro Mundo” (a popular game with a 
kite) was carried out with the participation of over 30 
children from Antímano community.

u	Gran Bazar Maracay Community Branch: The com-
munity of Mariara organized a special activity to ce-
lebrate the Day of the Children. Around 120 people 
attended the event, children and adults. Each child 
received a gift and enjoyed game, balloons, music, 
snacks and other activities, with the collaboration 
of the employees and customers of this community 
branch. 

u	Palo Negro Community Branch:  A recreational ac-
tivity was carried out for the 85 students of the Li-
bertador Bolivarian School for Intellectual Functional 
Disability. The children participated in raffles, games, 
donation of toys and piñatas.

u	Valencia Centro Community Branch: the employees 
of this branch and some of its customers organized 
an event with the special children of the Shelter Dr. 
Luis Guada Lacau, in the community of Caprenco in 
Nagüanagüa. Several donations and customized gifts 
were given, as well as other activities such as fancy 
make-up for children, games, ice cream, hot-dogs, 
among others. 

u	Puerto Cabello Community Branch: Toilette articles 
were donated to Beneficencia El Carmen, a house for 
the elder with a population of 60 people. With the sup-
port of some of the customers, this branch delivered 
gifts in a nursery located in Borburata community. The 
team gathered over 150 toys.

u	Maracaibo Gran Bazar y Maracaibo Oeste Commu-
nity Branches: a rally was organized with the parti-
cipation of employees and relatives, who shared a 
special day.
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Our Policy
Banesco Corporate Volunteers seeks to motivate Banesco citizens to join 
all those Social Responsibility activities where Banesco participates on a 
regular basis.

The Executive VP of Human Capital, through the Unit of Quality of Life, 
is responsible for the administration of Banesco Corporate Volunteers, 
guaranteeing its training according to the activities to be carried out and 
their priorities: health, education and environment.

Banesco Volunteers develop their activities always safeguarding the phy-
sical and psychological integrity of the participants. Every year, they deve-
loped a Plan of Actions for the Volunteers. This plan contains a schedule 
to develop the program, as well as to distribute the resources for these 
activities. 

Action Areas of Banesco Corporate   
Volunteers
In line with Banesco Corporate Social Responsibility strategy, our Cor-
porate Volunteers focus their actions on the following attention areas:

u	Education: support the organizations and projects aimed to take care 
of children and adolescents under risk; training to prevent abuse of 
alcohol, tobacco and drugs.

u	Health:  support and accompaniment to institutions that serve children 
and adolescent with a poor health. 

u	Environment: initiatives to enhance de environment. These are acti-
vities to raise awareness about the proper use of natural resources.

In line with 
Banesco Corporate 

Social Responsibility 
strategy, our Corpo-
rate Volunteers focus 
their actions on the 
following attention 
areas: Education, 

Health and 
Environment

Banesco 
Corporate 
Volunteers
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Voluntariado Corporativo Banesco

Volunteers Typology
u	 Professional Volunteers: it is composed of a team 

of professionals who facilitate learning experiences 
through workshops, lectures, consultancy and or-
ganizational aspects.

u	 Group Projects: participation in projects invol-
ving financial and human resources for each acti-
vity; fostering team work and participation. Parti-
cipation is encouraged through our internal media.

u	 Free time invested: a team of volunteers that ac-
company the children and adolescents in need of 
assistance.

u	 Specific events of social action: participation in 
specific one-day or one-week long activities for a 
given campaign or event, such as delivery of do-
nations to organizations or intervention of our 
volunteers in emergency situations
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Our Management 2012
u	65.86% of our volunteers belong to the job category of professionals 

and technicians, in 2012.

u	The average of hours of work per volunteer was 4.10 hours of work per 
each volunteer. This is a proof of the commitment and devotion of our 
staff to the community and groups served by our Social Partners.

u	This year, most of the hours of work were devoted to the environment, 
with a total amount of 666 hours and 579 hours dedicated to free time.

Environmental Volunteers
In 2012, the participation of our environmental volunteers rose by 58.57 
hours. One of the most outstanding activities was the celebration of the 
World Day of the Beaches, carried out simultaneously by Caracas and 
Maracaibo volunteers, who cleaned-up La Escondida and Caimare Chico 
beaches with the participation of 40 and 31 volunteers from Caracas and 
Maracaibo, respectively.

Banesco Corporate 
Volunteers
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Our 
Customers

Our Policy
We foster win-win relationships based on three principles: profitability, 
reciprocity and quality service. We encourage a massive bankarization 
supported by products and business models that account for a real in-
novation from the technological perspective. We are committed to all 
our customers, natural and legal. Therefore, we are constantly reviewing 
and improving our products and services offer, so as it could be more 
and more competitive and adjusted to our customers’ short, medium and 
long term financial needs, incorporating new financial plans particularly 
addressed to professionals and entrepreneurs.. 

u	 We have the biggest network of branches of Venezuela pri-
vate banking to serve 5 million customers.

u	 We closed 2012 with 59,965 Points of Sale, with a monthly 
average of 17.8 million transactions.

u	 289 Multifunctional tellers, with 20.6 million transactions, 
accounting for more than 12 billion bolivars and 1,352 

ATM with a monthly average above 10.9 million transac-
tions.

u	 We still are the leaders in transactions as acquiring of the 
networks Suiche 7B and Conexus.

u	 Our application BanescoMóvil for smart devices has been 
downloaded 1.8 million times.

Service Points, Points of Sale, ATMs, Self-Service and Checkbooks  
Dispensers
To optimize the service we provide to our customers, we closed 2012 with:
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Our 
Customers

Products and Services
Main Passive Products

u	Checks account with  
 interests.

u	Checks account without  
interests.

u	Electronic account.

u	Savings account.

u	Electronic Savings account.

u	Investments: Time deposits 
and traditional participations.

u	Sight deposits.

u	Sight progressive deposits.

Main Credit Products

u	Credit Cards.

u	48-Hour Multicredits

u	Extra-Credit Banesco.

u	Credit for vehicles: Credicarro 
via Internet.

u	Credits for Housing: Mandatory 
Savings Fund (FAOV),  
Mortgage loan.

u	Credits for Tourism and  
construction sectors.

u	Agricultural credits.

u	Micro-credits.

u	Credit line of Checks Account.

Other Important Products

u	Trust Funds

u	Insurance
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Electronic Banking

ATMs
We improved the use of our Multifunctional ATMs, which now not only 
allow cash withdrawal, but also deposits and credit card payment with 
checks and in cash. We also improved the screens displays and transactions 
of these devices to optimize the customers’ experience. New transactions 
were included, such as transfers between accounts of the same account 
holder and collection special transfers for companies.

Banesconline
This service closed the year 2012 with 3,028,114 customers affiliated, who 
carried out 649,456,882 operations. We have incorporated to our service 
offer the affiliation service and downloading of States of Accounts and 
Credit Cards, as well as the application for Cash Extra-Credit.

Phone Banking
In 2012, we incorporated to our Automated Service (IVR) the applica-
tion for Extra-Credit in Cash in order to provide more satisfaction to our 
customers with this service that allows a fast and safe self-management 
of cash transfers from their credit cards, while their credit lines remain 
unchanged. We also adjusted and incorporated identification questions 
for our customers to guarantee a safe operation of this channel.

In 2011, this service managed 10,696,186 transactions and received 
35,406,627 calls.

BanescoMóvil
In 2012, we released a new image 
for Smartphone applications 
(BlackBerry, Iphone and Android) 
and incorporated the social 
media, Contact us and Recom-
mends a Friend sessions. 

We also developed and implanted 
applications in BanescoMóvil for 
SMS and added new functiona-
lities: Movilnet payment and re-
charge and Electricity payment in 
Caracas.

Banesco also incorporated the 
Virtual Key functionality, an op-
tion that allows the customers to 
immediately block, unblock and 
cancel debit cards.

This year Banesco designed a Ba-
nescoMóvil application for cellular 
phones using the Window Phone 
system.
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Channel Points of Sale
We installed 1,879 devices of Extra-Credit to offer financing for the cus-
tomers’ shopping against a parallel credit line, in the affiliated commercial 
outlets and keeping unchanged the credit line of the card.

We developed an option called “sounding alarm” to indicate the custo-
mers and the commercial outlet that a transaction made through a Ba-
nesco point of Sale was favored with a “Prized Ticket”, which exonerates 
the customers of the amount of his purchase.

Additionally, abiding by the SUDEBAN requirement for Electronic Ban-
king 641.9, we launched a pilot that controls waiting times for data intro-
duction. This helps to protect our cardholders’ data. The massive launch 
of this application has been estimated for 2013 first half.

New Developments
During the2012 second-half, Banesco implanted the Service of Special 
Collection in Cash for multifunctional machines. Likewise, we carried 
out controlled tests at Maiquetía branch for the Service to Approve Cus-
toms Payments by Electronic Means.

During this period, Banesco was able to implant and massify Electronic 
Payment functionalities:

u	Improvement to our Online States of Account.

u	Incorporation o new fields for the search option. For example, amount, 
reference, Debit Note and credit Note, among others.

u	Increase of the number of registries to Consult and Export.

u	E-mail notifications of operations, with details of the payment (for 
example, invoice number).

u	Expansion of the schedules to send and process Electronic Payment 
and REDVAN files.

u	Adjustment of process related to Payroll Pending Compensations and 
Suppliers.

Our 
Customers
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Debit And Credit Cards

New Issuing Business of Debit Cards
Our leadership in the Debit Cards market remained unbeatable with Bs. 
86,770,514,869  at the end of 2012.

From the very beginning, we have been replacing old cards with the new 
TDD Chip through our branches network in order to offer this new tech-
nology to our customers. Our customers can also count on the new tem-
porary blocking and unblocking functionality for their Banesco Maestro 
Cards. They can do it with a simple telephone call.

To encourage the different product’s segments, we launched the new card 
for universities, starting with Nueva Esparta University (UNE). The cards 
were granted to members of this community. The differentiating element 
of this card is the fact that it offers the Debit Card functionality with the 
badge to have access to the university campus, all in a single plastic.

New Issuing Business of Credit Cards
We have consolidated our leadership in the Venezuelan market of credit 
cards, with sales amounting to Bs. 23,695,801,692 and over 1 million 
cardholders.

As a complement to our varied strategies and to acknowledge our custo-
mers’ loyalty and credit records, Banesco carried out several granting and 
maintenance processes in order to consolidate our financial relationship. 
Among these processes we can mention the following:

u	Proactive granting of Banesco Credit Cards to customers with Banesco 
deposit-taking accounts. Over 174.000 cards were granted.

u	Proactive granting of Banesco Credit Cards to Banesco cardholders. 
Over 29.000 cards were granted.

u	Up-Grade maintenance process to update the customer’s category ac-
cording to his credit line and offering better conditions. 96.000 cards 
were granted.

We also offer to our customers Permanent Programs to encourage the use 
and timely payment of the products, such as:

u	Timely Payment, to encourage the customer to maintain their credit 
cards updated. The program reimburses up to Bs. 500.00 of the mi-
nimum amount to be paid for the Credit Card of the winners. Over 
1.500 customers were favored by this program, with over Bs. 485.000 
prizes granted.

Our customers 
can also count on 

the new temporary 
blocking and unbloc-
king functionality for 
their Banesco Maestro 

Cards. They can do 
it with a simple 
telephone call.
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u	The Winner Ticket, is a program to encourage the use of our Points 
of Sale (POS) and increase the account balances of our commercial 
customers, awarding purchases free of cost to Bnesco and other banks 
cardholders who use their debit and credit cards in our POS. At the 
closing of the second half of the year 2012, Banesco had awarded these 
prizes to over 13,800 customers, accounting for Bs. 2.6 million.

u	Cinex, a program that grants a 50% discount to those customers who 
buy their tickets to movies in Salas Cinex from Tuesday to Friday with 
their Banesco debit and credit cards. Likewise, Banesco offered a pro-
motion for debit and credit cardholders who attended the premiere of 
the movie The Twilight Saga, with a raffle of 10 tablets and 50 prepaid 
credit cards for Bs. 500.00.

During 2012 we offered the following promotions, along with Banesco 
franchise (Sambil), American Express, Visa and MasterCard:

u	Your participation rewarded with free-cost entertainment. The winners 
will get a free-cost full weekend in Margarita and Paraguaná, as well as 10 
prepaid cards with Bs.500.00 each.

u	With your Banesco American Express card, your international pur-
chases can be for free. This promotion favored 150 customers who were 
reimbursed in their credit cards for the amounts of their purchase paid with 
travel or Internet Cadivi.

u	Your Banesco MasterCard takes you to a UEFA Champions League 
Game. Two customers were the winners and traveled to Istanbul to attend 
a game of the UEFA Champions League.

u	Woul you like to travel for free? Use your American Express Banesco 
and you will be able to do it. Ten customers were the winners and received 
free-costs travels to Los Roques, San Andrés, Punta Cana and Panamá.

u	Get trained right now with your Banesco Visa Credit Card. Four cus-
tomers were awarded with travels to attend the 2012 Summer Olympic 
Games. 

u	How far do you want to go? Banesco and MasterCard take you to the 
UEFA Champions League! Four Banesco sub-managers won a trip to 
Austria and Germany.

Leveraging our business with Visa, 
MasterCard and American Ex-
press franchises, our customers 
were able to enjoy the following 
benefits:

u	Travelling has no Price 
with MasterCard

u	Unforgettable End of the 
Year with MasterCard

u	Your luck is on its way 
2012 with MasterCard

u	Continuity of Master-
Card Priceless Cities

u	Amex Selects, with Ame-
rican Express for all its 
natural person customers

u	MasterCard Sony 
Ericsson Open 2012,

u	MasterCard and Maestro 
sponsor the meeting 
with Open English 2012, 
with a 20% discount. 

u	Eat for 2 in Wendy´s with 
MasterCard and Maestro

u	 Relaunch of the Priceless 
Miami with MasterCard,

u	Launch of the Priceless 
Bahamas and Puerto Rico,

u	Amex Selects, with American 
Express for all its customers

Our 
Customers
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International Operations and Custody 

Foreign Trade
We keep our growth rate in the importer customer sector. They have 
selected Banesco Banco Universal, C.A. as their best option to process 
their applications and use foreign trade instruments in order to support 
their economic activity.

In 2012, our bank materialized operations at a global level, with an im-
portant trend towards imports into the Latin American region which were 
secured with the use of foreign currency under the SUCRE and ALADI 
agreement.

International Events
In 2012, we had an active participation in the Inter American Develop-
ment Bank (IDB) Annual Meeting, the Latin American Congress of Fo-
reign Trade (LCFT), the FELABAN and the Annual Meeting of the Latin 
American Federation of Banks in Lima, Peru. These meetings allowed us 
to strengthen our Foreign Trade activities, as well as the relationship with 
our main correspondent banks overseas.

Main 
requirements they 

are attended by 
Exempt withdrawals 

ATM and no 
Debit recognized 

(debit card)

In 2012, the Defender of the Customer 
and Bank User attended to 6,571 cus-
tomers, who expose cases for their re-
view according to the criteria and rules 
that govern the action of the Defender 
of the Customer and Bank User.

2,353 cases were admitted for an 
amount of Bs. 9,693,132, according to 
the criteria established in the regula-
tions. 

The non-admitted cases (4,218) were 
dully treated, with complete explana-
tions of the rejection. Later, they are 
sent to the Customer Service Unit for a 
careful follow-up until they are closed.

In 2012, an average of 55% of the cases 
admitted, processed and solved were 
favorable to the customer.

The main requirements processed 
were the following:

u	Cash withdrawals not dispensed at 
ATMs

u	Debits not recognized (debit cards)

u	Consumptions not recognized 
(credit cards)

u	Internet transfers

u	Problems with checks

Banesco Banco Universal, C.A., as a 
responsible bank before its customers 
and stakeholders, has included in its 
Web page a special section devoted 
to the Defender of the Customers and 
Banesco Bank User. Here, they can find 
all the information needed to activate 
processes before this instance.

Defender of The Customer And Bank User
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Losses Prevention and Business Continuity
In 2012 we continued with our efforts towards quality service, particularly 
those services addressed to minimize waste, failures, fraud, labor accidents 
and diseases. This effort allows our institution to keeping the effectiveness 
and reliability in all our activities. Among the main initiatives to mitigate 
and reinforce our channels, products, payment and service means, we 
underline support to migrate to the chip technology for cards. Likewise, 
we were able to increase security in relation to checks processing. This 
was possible with the implementation of new mechanisms to validate the 
data required at our branches’ tellers. We have also reinforced our ATMs 
safety with controls to avoid robberies at these machines.

Regarding our Banca Móvil (mobile banking), Banesco supported the 
business areas in order to offer safe Internet banking services through 
this innovating channel.

In addition, the Bank has improved the monitoring system for Internet 
operations, by increasing the effectiveness and efficiency in the manage-
ment of alerts and optimizing the automated analysis time of the systems 
itself.

On the other hand, Banesco Banco Universal, C.A. has had, as usual, 
a proactive participation in the work sessions developed by the Banks 
Association and Sudeban. At these meeting, the Bank has presented pro-
posals to encourage efficient and collegiate solutions in order to strengthen 
security in the banking system as a whole.

Regarding Internet banking, we were able to introduce the required ad-
justments in terms of technology and optimized the process related to the 
remittance of the Special Operations Password (dynamic) to our custo-
mers. This measure allowed a 100% reduction of phishing attacks during 
the fourth quarter of 2012.

Besides, we implemented an alert system for the customers via SMS. This 
allowed to increasing the effectiveness and efficiency of the management 
of alerts, as well as the support to reduce our organizational costs due to 
the reduction of messages sent.

Protection
The evaluation and security reinforcement have continued with the incor-
poration of lockers systems at critical branches, as well as pilot devices to 
close the branches through remote support installed at a Banesco Express 
center. A technological update was carried out at 10 of our branches to 
improve video and alarm systems, as well as inspections to install or re-
move ATMs machines nationwide. In addition, we got from the relevant 
official entities the certification of all our branches nationwide.

We implemented 
an alert system for 

the customers via SMS. 
This allowed to incre-
asing the effectiveness 
and efficiency of the 

management of alerts.

Our 
Customers
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Business continuity
u	We updated and developed the continuity processes based on scenarios, 

analysis of the product context, business and technological needs.

u We implemented the automated tools to make easier the management 
of the analysis related to incidents and problems with the critical tech-
nological services, in order to optimize the decision-making process.

u We have observed the deadlines established to deliver the products 
requested by the Sudeban in the regulations related to the “Project to 
Install an Alternative Center for Data Processing”.

u We have implemented a forum cycle (FIT) to give information about 
Availability and Reliability of Services and Cloud Computing in order 
to encourage the permanent update of knowledge and best practices.

u We have conducted an end-to-end analysis of the critical services to 
identify technological as well as process scenarios that could have a 
negative impact on the effectiveness of critical operations. The purpose 
of these measures is to establish the strategies to guarantee the service 
availability.

u We have developed, with a great success, 20 contingency or high avai-
lability simulations in order to guarantee these services in case of a big 
failure in the production environment and critical operations for the 
business.

u We activated the Center for Operational Control in order to guarantee 
the availability of our technological and operational platforms.

Innovation
In the Technological Innovation area we have implanted a systematic process 
related to the exploration and deliver of innovating solutions that are charac-
terized by their high differentiating value and based on the main technological 
trends such as mobility, cloud computing and social networks.

In 2012, Banesco Banco Universal, C.A. entered into the Cloud Computing 
technology, as the first national bank to migrate the mail and collaboration 
platform to Google Apps. This means that we are increasing our growth capa-
city, as well as flexibility and encouragement to collaborative work, no matter 
where are our collaborators. All this allows our organization to go forwards in 
to our goals of being an organization without internal boundaries and always 
with a dialogue and exchange attitude. This is the best approach to be always in 
tune with the changes in the environment, our customers’ needs and our goals.
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Engineering and Development
u	We launched a process of technological maturity for the development 

of more dynamic solutions, with the reduction of roles, activities, de-
liverables and other related processes, with a focus on the discipline 
of proofs and environments. Likewise, we were able to optimize the 
operating processes, such as Release Management, which account for 
a simplification and organization for costs reduction.

u	We have continued strengthening the area of Quality Assurance for the 
processes, services and products developed and applying a mixture of 
the best practices.

u	We have participated in the optimization of the support systems for 
the business and anti-fraud policies that leverage the fulfillment of the 
regulations established by the BCV, Sudeban, Cadivi and the National 
Treasury to safeguard and protect the privacy of our customers’ infor-
mation. Besides, we underline the adjustment of our Portal of Foreign 
Exchange Operations (Cadivi) to grant dates through our webpage 
Banesco.com. This measure has reduced the amount of customers at 
our branches, more flexible processes and a higher satisfaction level for 
our Natural Person customers.

u	We automated the Project to dematerialize bank accounts books, as well 
as the implantation to send electronic account statements for Passive 
and Credit Card products.

u	We have focused our efforts on the development of simplified architec-
tures and platforms with high availability and contingency platforms 
in order to optimize the amount of applications, Web portals, suppliers 
and integration needs, as well as the adoption of the SOA (Service 
Oriented Architecture) to migrate those transactions supporting the 
business of massive disbursement.

u	We leveraged the service of Corporate Banking through the implemen-
tation of ORION, which allows the incorporation of the application 
process to obtain credit for the sector into the Service Bars. It also allows 
the automation of those processes under consideration, formalization, 
requests liquidation and follow-up, generation of new indicators and 
reports of risk patterns, and the adjustment of the ICS to send SMS 
messages to our customers.

u	We encourage the migration of transactions to more profitable chan-
nels, maximizing the growth of the mobile cannel through the opti-
mization of the applicative and incorporation of new functionalities.

Architecture
Banesco Banco Universal, C.A. 
has consolidated the manage-
ment of technological services to 
establish a future vision about our 
installed capacity and make prog-
nosis to be able to produce proac-
tive responses in terms of business 
growth and authorization. Besides, 
we established the basic tenets for 
the use of Technology and its Pro-
cesses that dictate the guidelines 
for the development and growth 
of our technological base. This will 
allow Banesco Banco Universal, 
C.A. to go forwards a simple, dy-
namic, flexible and cost-efficient 
architecture.

Our 
Customers
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Business Processes
u	We have been able to make synergies with the Merger with the Demand 

Management. This is an additional support for the effectiveness of the 
integral follow-up for initiatives, allowing at the same time the identi-
fication and implementation of opportunities to improve end-to-end 
processes.

u	We kicked off the Project to Improve the Indicators and Service and 
Waiting Times at our branches with Qmatic, which results account 
for a sensitive improvement on these matters nationwide. These results 
are particularly outstanding for the channel called “teller” and are re-
flected in issues such as: increase of the number of customers attended 
to; reduction of operational mistakes and strengthening of personal 
knowledge at the branches in relation to the virtues of the so called 
“fast shift tool”.

Authorization and Operations
u	The communication links with the Metro-Ethernet and MPLS tech-

nology were updated. They provide improvements in terms of speed, 
scalability, availability and adaptation to new technologies.

u	In 2012, we focused our efforts on keeping high availability levels in 
relation to our technological services and, thus, on improving the qua-
lity service for our customers. To do so, Banesco implemented an op-
timization plan for capacities, monitoring, updating and operational 
processes.

u	We carried out a careful follow-up and control of the risk management 
actions to prevent impacts on our services to the customer.

McAfee Security Certification 
Our portal banesco.com and BanescOnline have been certified as Hacker 
Safe. This certification is granted by the renowned firm McAfee to the 
sites with the highest security levels against Attacks via Internet.

Branches Adjustment to the needs of People 
with Disabilities
Our head office, Ciudad Banesco as well as all our main administrative 
offices have been furnished with the necessary adjustments to provide a 
comfortable service to people with disabilities: ramps, special toilettes for 
men and women, parking special points, Braille systems and digitalized 
voice at the elevators.  

We focused our efforts 
on keeping high 
availability levels 
in relation to our 

technological services 
and, thus, on impro-

ving the quality service 
for our customers. 
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Specialized Segments

Legal Persons
The management of the Legal Banking was focused on its passive and 
active portfolios’ growth, with a diversified and profitable approach and 
emphasizing participation in those sectors of the economy with the hig-
hest growth and contribution to the GDP, as well as the compliance with 
mandatory portfolios regulated by the government. The participation of 
new sectors and customers, as well as an expanded offer of the Means and 
Payment Services, was the base for Banesco growth in the legal persons 
segments.

Corporate Banking
During 2012, our Corporate Banking continued focusing its efforts on 
achieving a closer relationship with its customers, taking as a priority Mass 
Consumption, Telecommunications, Automotive and Infrastructure sec-
tors. This effort consisted of increasing the flows of money for financing 
and higher volumes of imports (CADIVI), managed through the bank.

As a result, our Corporate Banking grew 52.1% in terms of total takings 
and 16.8% on its credit portfolio, against December 2011.

It also provided a direct contribution to meet the percentages for the 
credit portfolio, required for the manufacturing and tourism sectors and 
the expansion of commercial credit, with a focus on trade, industrial and 
manufacturing sectors that have a significant participation of customers 
from the countryside. The purpose of this strategy has been to support 
the economic development of Venezuela’s regions. This percentage grew 
by 48.3% of the credit portfolio globally, against December 2011.

Energy Banking
We have been focusing our efforts to leverage the development of the sector 
with an ideal management on the active portfolio and fulfilling with the 
goals established for manufacturing and commercial credits. In this sense, 
we have reached to 100% of fulfillment, with a remarkable performance for 
hydrocarbons as the sector with the highest growth and needs attended to 
during 2012.

Public Sector Banking
We have been focused on leveraging the use of the payment means plat-
form. This allowed us to get a substantial non-financial income, as well 
as the sustained maintenance of the average balance for passive products 
for over 10 months in 2012. This represented an important contribution 
in terms of the sector profitability.

Our 
Customers
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Agricultural Banking
In 2012, the Agricultural Banking attended to 430 new customers with 
credit operations in order to continue encouraging the agricultural deve-
lopment of the country. With all its management, this banking accom-
plished the obligations established by the central Government.

In 2012, the Agricultural Banking grew 60.9% in the credit portfolio and 
58.8% in average passive balances, against December 2011.

Massive Segments and SMEs
To optimize its sales management and consolidate our relationship with 
our natural person customers, we carried out campaigns based on the sub-
segmentation through direct marketing and our sales force. One of these 
activities was the massive delivery of credit cards, by issuing over 174,000 
cards to customers without any credit experience with the Bank. Likewise, 
we carried out a crossed sale to an important group of cardholders, with the 
opening of new current accounts and collocation of Extra-Credit in Cash.

Ii is also important to underline the celebration of the fourth edition of 
the event Talking from Entrepreneur to Entrepreneur, where the attendees 
were able to enjoy the performances of renowned national and interna-
tional lecturers and got information about key topics for the management 
of their companies, such as economic perspectives and the last trends in 
marketing and service quality. Likewise, addressing the needs of the com-
mercial sector, we carried out special activities for massive implantation 
of points of sale for the benefit of over 10 thousand commercial outlets.

Banesco Community Banking
See Chapter Community Banking, page 81.

Corporate Banking
We have to underline the re-
sults of the active portfolio ma-
nagement, which continued its 
growing trend. It recorded a 98% 
increase against December 2011. 
Regarding passive products, we 
observed a higher number of Ta-
kings for our customers’ portfolio 
and we achieved an important 
increase in terms of Passive Ba-
lances against the 52% obtained 
on December 2011.
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Quality Management
In 2012, we continued making a careful follow-up on the service delivery 
to our customers and users through our channels and service points. We 
have done so with monitoring programs that guarantee the quality of our 
offers.

For this reason, we maintain permanent quality programs to monitor 
the service offer, attention channels and products portfolios, determining 
measurements and follow-up of expectations according to the segments: 
massive, private, premium, community, SMEs and commercial customers.

The relevance of the Key Performance Indicators as corporate manage-
ment indicator is now consolidated. They are based on more complex 
statistical models and are supported by new indexes such as the loyalty 
index and brand recommendation (Net Promoter Score).

Program of Service Audit (ADS)    
in the Branches Network
In 2012, the Service Audits at Branches were carried out at Banesco Banco 
Universal, C.A. branches fitted with the Q-Mactic technology. The mea-
sures taken were Waiting Time and Service Time at tellers and promotion 
services.

In 2012, the VP of Channels Planning started to make this measurement, 
based on the statistics produced by the Q-Matic machines. This change 
is aimed to achieve a clearer and more precise identification of the goals 
and aspects involved in the improvement of both processes.

We maintain 
permanent quality 

programs to monitor the 
service offer, attention 
channels and products 
portfolios, determining 

measurements and follow-
up of expectations 

according to the segments: 
massive, private, premium, 

community, SMEs and 
commercial customers.
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The “Mystery Buyer” Program 
The Mystery Buyer Program has been applied year after year as a mechanism to 
acknowledge the good performance and willingness of the branches network’s 
staff to offer quality service. This program has also produced quality informa-
tion about some aspects linked to the attention process, based on the result of a 
structured evaluation which is conducted during the interaction of a “supposed 
customer” and a financial promoter. The promoter is not aware that he is being 
submitted to an evaluation during this interaction.
97 promoters nationwide, corresponding to 97 branches, were submitted to this 
evaluation in 2012. The general score was 72 points, accounting for a “Medium” 
qualification which is 3 points higher against the previous evaluation.
The aspects “Treatment of Customers” (82 points) and “Promoter Image” (85 
points) are the main strengths of the Organization. The opportunities to im-
prove for the aspect “Treatment of Customers” are the following: “Differentiated 
Treatment”, “He/She invited the customers to take a seat” and “Greeting pro-
tocol”. Regarding the aspect “Promoter Image”, the Bank must reinforce the 
use of the “Identification Badget”.
The aspect “Information Management” of products recorded 71 points, ac-
counting for a “Medium” level and 3 points over the previous evaluation. The 
opportunities to improve are for 48-hour Multi-Credits and Credit Cards for 
Legal Customers, particularly those details related to payment terms, rates, loan 
amounts and requirements.
“Sales Process” improved its score and this year went to “Medium” evaluation 
(71 points), its third annual improvements in a row (+7 points). The VP Gran 
Caracas North-western recorded the best evaluation of all, with 79 points, ac-
counting for a “Medium” evaluation. “Crosses Sales” remained at a “low” eva-
luation level, with 47 points. That is 7 points below the previous evaluation and 
it has been identifies as the sub-dimension with most opportunities to improve.
The percentage of promoters approved reached 53%, a 6% increase against the 
previous evaluation. However, none of them reached the top score (100 points). 
The Western/Andean and Middle/The Plains got the highest and the lowest 
amount of promoters approved, with 79% and 29% respectively.
75% of the promoters evaluated in the case of Accounts Opening suggested 
opening a current account instead of a savings accounts, and at least 35% denied 
the opening of a savings account.
71% of the cashiers evaluated informed and/or carried out the derivation of 
deposits to Multifunctional ATMs.

The aspects to be evaluated are 
the following: 

u Treatment of customers, in-
formation about products and 
sales management.

u What level of knowledge they 
manage in relation to the fea-
tures, benefits, conditions and 
requirements of the evaluated 
products.

u The extent to which they ma-
nage the policies currently 
applied by Banesco Banco 
Universal, C.A. in terms of 
customers’ strengthening with 
credits and orientation of the 
savings and current accounts, 
as well as derivation to e-chan-
nels.
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Quality Service 
Evaluation
Following our business strategy 
based on service, in 2012 the 
Bank conducted the following 
studies: Auditing for Branches 
Service and Phone Banking 
monitoring, Satisfaction Survey 
among branches users, Satis-
faction with Premium and Pri-
vate Banking, among others.

In 2012, Banesco developed strategies to strengthening the 
Innovator DNA.

Regarding the Innovator DNA, Banesco fostered “Open In-
novation” within the organization, with a series of campaigns 
to create ideas centered on core business and with an active 
participation of our employees. Above 1,000 ideas were re-
ceived, which were evaluated, recognized and considered 
for their implementation.

Six initiatives were considered for their implementation. Two 
of them have been already implemented and four are cu-
rrently under evaluation or conceptualization process by the 
area involved in each initiative.

Likewise, the “Innovas Network” was created as an internal 
community of Banesco innovators who have had an outs-
tanding participation in our Open Innovation campaigns. 
This network produces creative solutions to innovation 
challenges. In this sense, a community composed of 231 
employees from the innovators network has been created. 
These innovators contributed 74 ideas related to strategies 

to create memorable communications for the customers.

Additionally, with a view to Foster innovation and creative-
ness, Banesco Banco Universal, C.A. developed “Blank 
Space”, the first portal of open innovation introduced by a 
brand in Venezuela. In this site the participants can offer 
ideas from a 2.0 platform.

In its first phase, “Blank Space” has invited university stu-
dents to sign in the platform and give their ideas to solve 
the proposed challenge. The students have received an 
invitation to participate via e-mail. In 2012 we received 22 
ideas from 11 participants from IESA Management School. 
The idea selected as the winner is under evaluation by the 
Technology area.

We continue displaying campaigns leveraged in the Open 
Innovation strategy, looking for solutions to topics of interest 
for our Organization, all this in support to Banesco Citizens 
and creating in the process an innovators’ network called 
Space of Ideas, which composed of employees with a recu-
rrent interest on collaborating with this kind of campaigns.

Innovation Macro-Process

Our 
Customers
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Messages
In Banesco Banco Universal, C.A. we make every effort to gua-
rantee that our messages reach the final customer/user with simpli-
city, efficiency and in line with the realities of the offer or service, 
always taking care of what we offer.

The development of our communicational strategy follows these 
steps:

u	Review of our products/services/promotion characteristics.

u	Evaluation of the differentiating features: unit selling proposi-
tion of sale/value.

u	Advantages and benefits for the customer and the organization.

u	Evaluation and distribution of human and financial resources.

u	Analysis of media strategy.

u	Analysis of service/public offer points.

u	Analysis of strengths and weaknesses.

u	Evaluation of social and legal environment.

u	Implantation and control.

u	Follow-up.
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Once the product and its promotional campaign have been designed, we 
send all the required information to Sudeban, within the five days after 
the date of the launch to the market.

Once the information has been issued, the Sudeban has 15 days to issue its 
opinion. This institution is entitled to make observations or suspend the 
products, according to the law. On the other hand, products and services 
publicity is submitted to the regulations established by the Law for the 
Defense of People in the Access to Goods and Services.

It is important to mention that Banesco includes in all its publicity and ads 
an inscription explaining that it has been previously approved by Indepabis 
or Sudeban. Likewise, in the case of products and services, if applicable, we 
include an inscription explaining that they are protected under the Fund 
of Guarantees for Deposits and Banking Protection (Fogade).

Additionally, there are regulations contained in the Code of Ethics of 
ANDA (National Association of Advertisers), which establishes the ge-
neral ethical rules that are mandatory for all advertisers.

All these rules are mandatory for the Bank in relation to the spreading of 
publicity messages aimed to inform its customers and the general public 
about the characteristics and benefits of its products and services.

Besides, special information must be sent to the Central Bank of Venezuela 
(BCV) if the Bank seeks authorization to fix new fees or tariffs.

All our products are designed according to the regulations in force and, in 
case of changes of the legal framework, the product is adjusted (our con-
tracts and general conditions include a clause that limits Banesco Banco 
Universal, C.A. responsibility for unfulfillment in the provision of the 
financial service or product due to regulative changes).

According to the requirements of the regulating body, Banesco always 
send the risk analysis for depositors and investors of the new financial 
product or service. It also conducts a study of the potential risks of the 
product for Banesco that, although it does not avoid these eventualities, 
it does define mechanism to mitigate such risks.

Banesco is a financial institution and as such, the products and services 
offered by our organization do not have any direct impact on the users’ 
health. In any case, as fraud is always a potential risk, our security area 
and monitoring area are both involved in the processes. It is worth noting 
that Banesco defines and promotes all policies and mechanisms at hand 
to avoid security risks related to information or potential deceitful actions 
that can use our products or services as a vehicle to commit crimes, but 
the customers will be exclusively responsible of applying these policies 
and mechanisms.

Legal Framework
Likewise, we abide by the legal 
framework in force in our cou-
ntry, regarding advertisement and 
communications:

•	 Law	 on	 Social	 Responsibility	
for	Radio	and	Television.

•	 Law	 for	 the	 Defense	 of	 the	
People	in	the	Access	to	Goods	
and	Services.

•	 Regulations	 on	 administra-
tive	 processes	 for	 issuance	
and use of credit, debit and 
pre-paid	 cards	 and	 other	 Fi-
nancial Cards or e-Payment 
cards, which articles 23, 24 y 
25	 (Chapter	 I,	About	 the	Obli-
gations	 of	 the	 Issuers)	 make	
reference to the cases of offer 
of	prizes	and	promotions.

•	 Reform	of	the	Technical	Rules	
about	 Definitions,	 Time	 and	
Conditions	of	Advertizing,	Pro-
paganda	 and	 Promotions	 in	
radio,	 television	and	subscrip-
tion channels, of the National 
Commission	 of	 Telecommuni-
cations.

•	 Organic	 Law	 to	 protect	 Chil-
dren	and	Adolescents	(LOPNA)

Our 
Customers
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Commercial Alliances And Promotions 

Banesco Contigo (Banesco With You)
In a permanent effort to develop a stronger relationship with our customers 
and the community, Banesco evolves in terms of its brand positioning, 
by synthesizing its slogan and getting closer to our audiences through a 
powerful expression: “with you”.

“Banesco Contigo” (Banesco with You) ratifies our vocation to be present 
and accompany our customers in their achievements and most important 
moments of their personal lives and families.

“Banesco Contigo” is also more time to live, thanks to our current solutions 
of remote banking, so as our customers are always connected at any mo-
ment and any place..

Customized Innovation For Our Customers

New Banesco Service: Dates + Folders
With an innovating proposal that is leading the Venezuelan market, Ba-
nesco provides its customers with a new service of its Internet banking. 
This service allows the customer to choose the date to apply for preferential 
dollars, according to the day and place that he considers more convenient 
for his purposes. The system also prints all the documentation requested 
by CADIVI, so as the customers is ready when he arrives to the branch.

This service is available to apply for foreign currency for travels with credit 
cards and in cash, as well as for those who want to apply to get dollar for 
the first time for purchases via Internet.

New Chip Technology
Ratifying our technological leadership, which is focused on to guarantee 
safe transactions, in 2011 we launched the introduction process of Banesco 
debit and credit cards with chip incorporated. To do so we apply massive 
direct marketing strategies. Now we are able to provide our customers 
with a safety ring and invite them to use their chip cards at our points 
of sale and ATMs that operate under this new technology. This way we 
guarantee 100% safe operations.

New Credit functionalities for BanescOnline
We continue with the incorporation of functionalities, so as our customers 
could have more free time for their life and less hours at our branches. Now, 
they can make consultations and pay their credit installments through 
BanescOnline.
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Becase we Eant to be With You
We Have a Plan For Each Need

Banesco with You, a plan for Natural Person Customers
Ask for your Combination of Account + Credit Cards. This was the slogan 
of the relaunch campaign for Banesco Plans, with a fresh image, new 
positioning and a novel basic promise to offer a combination of Account 
plus Credit Card.

Through a mixture of massive and direct communications means, we 
introduce before our audiences and the general public our Plans Banesco 
with You: Ecological Plan, Professional Plan, Family Plan and Golden 
Years Plan.

You Business plan, for Legal Persons
In order to provide an immediate and timely service to meet the needs of 
liquidity or inventory replacement for the SMEs, we launched the cam-
paign “Your Business Plan”. This promotion offered as the central star 
our product 48-hour Multicredits. When they acquire this product, the 
companies get a fast financing of up to Bs. 800,000, with a promotional 
offer for 3 months and installments from 12 to 18 months. 

Free Purchases on Christmas, with Banesco Winning Ticket
In Christmas, 5,000 Banesco customers got free-cost purchases when 
they asked to pass their cards by Banesco points of sale, thanks to this 
permanent program.

In addition, we created a promotion specially addressed to those commer-
cial outlets with prizes in cash for sellers and stores managers, according 
to the amount of consumptions processed through Banesco points of sale.

With You in Sports

Banesco, the Official Bank of the Venezuelan Professional 
Baseball League
Banesco Banco Universal is and will be the Official Bank of the Vene-
zuelan Professional Baseball League for the next 5 seasons of the na-
tional ball. Banesco is proud of supporting national sports, ac activity 
that produces passion and entertainment for all its fans. It also represents 
an example and hope for all the children and young people in Venezuela 
who practice this sport.

Banesco Banco 
Universal is and will be 
the Official Bank of the 
Venezuelan Professional 
Baseball League for the 

next 5 seasons of the 
national ball, is proud 
of supporting national 
sports, ac activity that 
produces passion and 

entertainment for 
all its fans.
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Home Club Banesco
This new initiative combines virtual experiences with real world expe-
riences. #HomeClubBanesco was the name of the promotion created for 
our Twitter followers: @Banesco. This promotion allowed us to chat with 
our followers and reward their knowledge in relation to national baseball. 
Through this promotion, Banesco granted more than 1,300 VIP entrance 
tickets in all the stadiums, covering all the games of the regular round, 
Round Robin and finals.

The Game of the Starts, Banesco Coup 2011
We participated in the Game of the Stars Banesco Coup, where the re-
presentatives of Venezuela and the Dominican Republic clashed at the 
University Stadium of Caracas.

At the center of this tournament was a conquest between the followers of 
our social networks and Banesco internal workers. The winners got ticket 
to attend the games; over 500 people were invited to enjoy with family and 
friends the game. This event ratified Banesco commitment as the Official 
Sponsor with the Venezuelan Professional Baseball League and the fans.

10K Run and y 5K Walk Banesco-Leader
During the last quarter of 2012, we carried out the 10K Run and y 5K 
Walk Banesco-Leader, under the slogan “And you, why do you run?” For 
this event, we invited the participants to tell stories. This event was the 
result of an alliance between the newspaper Líder and Banesco Banco 
Universal, with the purpose of creating a closer relationship between our 
brand and some common activities of our audiences and communities. 
The 10K Run was attended by over 2,500 participants.

Presence at   
nationwide events  
u Automarket	2012

u TRIATHLON	HEBRAICA

u Caracas	TEK

u Employment	Fair	UCAB

u Arts	Ibero-American	Fair		 	
(FIA)	2012

u Corporate	Social	Responsibility	
Symposium	
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Social Network
In 2012, Banesco Banco Universal, C.A consolidated its presence in the 
social network with the use of these channels as a new service means for 
the customers and the general public. Through Twitter, Facebook, You-
tube and blogs, our followers were able to interact with us, get first-hand 
information and participate in several promotions.

In Twitter we are at our accounts @Banesco and @Baneskin, while in 
Facebook we have a presence at our pages Banesco Banco Universal, Ba-
neskin and Palabras para Venezuela (Words for Venezuela). In Youtube 
you can find us at Banescoenimagenes.

Through our e-mail dialogo@banesco.com, our followers and users can 
establish a direct communication with us to share their views in private 
about the information they require.

In 2012, Banesco grew above 100% in all our networks as a result of: 
conquest for our followers, quality, diversification and opportunities of the 
contents generated, effective responses for the cases received through our 
networks, a blog redesigned (better look and feel, Access and navigation) 
and information crossed among the different networks.

Likewise,	we	offer	the	following	blogs	in	order	to	provide,	complement	and	
segment	the	information	already	included	in	our	Web	page	www.banesco.
com

u Blogosfera:	http://banescoblog.wordpress.com/

u Banesco	Banco:	http://banescobanco.wordpress.com/

u Responsabilidad	Social:	http://rsebanesco.wordpress.com/

u Banca	Comunitaria	Banesco:			 	 	 	 	
http://bancacomunitariabanesco.wordpress.com/

In	2012,	our	blogs	 received	over	357,575	visits,	accounting	 for	a	157.61%	
increase	against	2011.

Our 
Customers
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Our Policy  
Banesco Community Banking (BCB) was born in 2006 as a Banesco ini-
tiative on the matter of microfinance in order to attend to the low-income 
segments of the non-bankarized population with financial products and 
services in tune with their needs. In line with the Millennium Goals, we 
encourage financial inclusion, bankarization and the sustainable develo-
pment through access to credit and entrepreneurs empowerment. 

Our Management 
Within the micro-finance industry, at the end of 2012 Banesco Com-
munity Banking ranked first as micro-financial institution in the micro-
credits market share.

BCB has its own Web portal at www.bancacomunitariabanesco.com, 
where the customers with Loans to Work can be affiliated to the SMS 
service in order to be updated in relation to their installments, the IVR, 
the traditional Banesco points of sale in commercial outlets nationwide, 
the ATMs network, self-service machines at Banesco branches and the 
call center at 0-500-TUBANCO (0-500-8822626).

Banesco 
Community 

Banking
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Banesco Community 
Banking

The most important value 
of Banesco Community 

Banking is its Human 
Capital, composed 

of 601 people, a team 
characterized by its 
solidarity and com-

mitment to profitability 
and quality service.

Due to the growth and opening 
of new branches in new states, 

we made the distribution in 2012 
as follows: Middle-West Region: 

Aragua, Carabobo, Falcón, Lara, 
Portuguesa and Zulia; Metropo-

litan-East Region: Capital Dis-
trict, Vargas, Miranda, Federal 

entities and Nueva Esparta.
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Our Products
To	meet	our	mission,	we	offer	credit	and	saving	micro-finance	products:

Community Accounts: They	can	be	opened	with	zero	
bolivars	and	managed	with	a	Debit	Card,	allowing	consul-
tations,	withdrawals,	deposits,	purchases	and	transactions	
through	Banesco	e-channels.

Saving Step by Step: it’s a mechanism similar to the so-
called	bolsos,	san	or	 la	cajita	 (informal	saving	schemes)	
through which the customer decides how and how much 
to	save,	according	to	his	possibilities.

Education Community Loan:	 it’s	 a	 financing	 plan	
granted	exclusively	 to	BCB	micro-entrepreneurs	with	an	

excellent	payment	record	and	with	children	studying	from	
pre-school	up	to	the	university,	for	the	acquisition	of	school	
supplies	and	uniforms	with	a	Banesco	Visa	credit	card.

Loan to Work:	this	is	a	productive	credit	which	amounts	
going	from	Bs.	3.000	up	to	Bs.	1.000.000.	It	is	traditionally	
known	as	microcredit.

Credit Help: this	 product	 was	 created	 by	 BANESCO	
COMMUNITY	 BANKING	 with	 a	 view	 to	 encourage	 our	
entrepreneurs	 under	 risk	 circumstances,	 due	 to	 natural	
disasters.
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Evaluation of Banesco Community Banking 
Customers Satisfaction
We carried out an external consultation to develop the satisfaction survey 
of Banesco Community Banking customers in order to identify opportu-
nities to improve for our general processes, offers and products.

u	With a 1-10 scale, the general satisfaction level of our customers was 9. 

u	Using the same scale to evaluate products, services and service channels, 
the average score for each of them was: 9.09 for the products; 9.15 for 
services and 8.98 for service channels. The final satisfaction level index 
was 9.

u	The good general service (42.1%), employees’ kindness (16%) and fast 
and easy operations (10%) are the attributed with the highest valuation.

u	Easiness to grant credits (38.6%), customized attention (19.5%) and 
quality service (13.8%) are the attributes with the highest valuation for 
customers’ retention.

u	Family and friends references (31.3%), as well application for credits 
(28.1%) and friendly operations (15.6%) are the main motivators to make 
the decision of starting a relationship with Banesco Community Banking.

u	Community Branches, ATMs, Posweb and Community advisors are the 
channels with the highest penetration rate in the segment.

u	Only 2.5% of the customers’ portfolio have reported inconveniencies, 
with a 1.1% affectation index. 

Data Sheet
u Universe: 193,520 active 

customers up to June.

u	Random Sample: 278 inter-
views with active customers. 

u	Scope: Caracas,   
Guatire-Guarenas, Higuerote, 
Puerto Cabello, Valencia, 
Valles del Tuy, Archipiélago, 
Maracay and La Guaira, 

u	Instrument: quantitative 
study, conducted through 
a questionnaire  
structured according the 
objectives, applied through 
the Tele-Marketing Unit. 

u	Collection Technique: 
pone interviews.

u	Date of the Field:  
December 2012.

u	Firm: Vp, Inteligencia 
Corporativa.

Banesco Community 
Banking
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The	 program	 seeks	 to	 strengthen	 the	 knowledge	 of	 the	
entrepreneurs,	applying	a	mixture	of	administrative,	mana-
gerial	and	technological	tools	that	will	help	to	improve	the	
productive	capacity	of	their	businesses	and	optimize	their	
market	competitiveness.

To	do	so,	Banesco	counts	on	the	support	of	Fe	y	Alegría	and	
Microsoft	Venezuela.	This	is	a	40-academic	hour	program	
divided	into	6	modules.

In	2012,	a	total	of	934	micro-entrepreneurs	received	their	
degrees.	They	were	residents	of	La	Vega,	Catia,	Antímano,	
El	Cementerio,	San	Martín,	Guarenas,	Cúa,	Maracay	Gran	
Bazar,	Palo	Negro,	Valencia	Centro,	La	 Isabelica,	Puerto	
Cabello,	Barquisimeto	and	Maracaibo.	Since	 the	 implan-
tation	of	this	Training	Program	in	2008	to	this	date,	1,448	
micro-entrepreneurs	from	the	low-income	zones	of	Vene-
zuela	have	received	their	degrees.

Training Program for Micro-entrepreneurs

Community Breakfasts and Tour
The main purpose of the Community Breakfasts is to create a space for 
the integration of Banesco Community Banking team, managers, Vice-
Presidents and directors, so as they could exchange experiences, doubts, 
realities and business vision.

In el 2012, we held a total of 8 breakfasts, attended by over 170 collabo-
rators.

On the other hand, we carried out the Community Tour and visit some 
of our customers and allies belonging to the communities’ branches in 
San Martín and Catia, hand in hand with our Vice-Presidents, managers 
and Banesco support employees.

The purpose of this tour is to grasp first-hand opinions about success 
experiences of our customers and community allies, as well as expose our 
service model to the rest of Banesco family.

Special Raids
Banesco Community Banking carried out 13 special raids in certain zones 
in order to promote its products in those communities where the bank 
has a presence. We visited the following popular zones: Maiquetía, Palo 
Negro, Maracay, Antímano, Catia, El Cementerio, La Vega, Los Teques, 
San Martín, Cúa, Guarenas, Higuerote, Petare and Santa Teresa.

Campaign
Banesco	Community	Banking	

carried out the Payment on 
Time	Campaign,	which	awar-

ded the customers with the 
best	payment	records	for	the	
product	Loans	to	Work.	The	

winners	received	30	TodoTicket	
Juguetes	cards	of	Bs.	3,000.
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Our Policy
In Banesco Banco Universal, C.A. we are aware of the need to protect 
and preserve the environment for the benefit of the present and future 
generations. From our business perspective, we have committed ourselves 
to go forward with a series of actions that guide our behavior towards the 
encouragement of a sustainable development.

Our main purpose is to curve the impact produced by our activities on 
the environment throughout the diagnosis, evaluation, establishment of 
indicators and goals favoring a rational use of natural resources, energy 
saving and waste recycling.

Based on the nature of our activities, our environmental impact is limited 
to byproducts such as paper, used consumable office supplies (ink, toner) 
and the so-called “electronic garbage” (obsolete or crashed equipment).

By now, the only foreseeable way that the climate change could impact our 
organization’s activities would be an increased need of air conditioning at 
our branches and offices, which in turn would raise energy consumption 
and its subsequent emissions.

These consequences have not been systematically identified and quan-
tified. However, Banesco Banco Universal, C.A. has been replacing its 
air conditioning equipment at all its branches by new units with a more 
efficient technology.

At the end of 2012, we replaced in 82 branches old equipment that used 
F-22coolant by modern equipment with noise reduction devices, ecologic 
coolant and low energy consumption.

Our Management
In 2012, we also applied some measures with a view to minimize and 
segregate residues, encourage a sustainable use of resources, as well as effi-

At the end of 2012, 
we have recycled 

285,338 Kg of paper, 
186.24% more than

 in 2011. This accounts 
for an additional income 

of Bs. 419,447.00.

Our 
Environmental 
Commitment
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ciency and energy saving. All these activities have been promoted through 
the different channels in order to foster the environmental education, 
awareness and motivation of our employees and stakeholders.

Continuing with our recycling policy, Banesco Banco Universal, C.A., 
hand in hand with the company Kimberly Clark of Venezuela, has de-
veloped a recycling program at our administrative offices and regional 
warehouses. In 2012, the following activities were carried out:

u We replaced the special containers to recover the paper used at our 
administrative offices (Ciudad Banesco, El Rosal, La Primera and El 
Recreo) by new and more resistant containers.

u We developed special campaigns to collect used paper at our warehouses 
in San Vicente, Los Guayos and Los Haticos headquarters in Mara-
caibo.

u At the end of 2012, we have recycled 285,338 Kg of paper, 186.24% 
more than in 2011. This accounts for an additional income of Bs. 
419,447.00.

u Our awareness campaign to recycle paper has continued through our 
internal media: billboards, Intranet, Weekly Bulletin and CCTV.

As for the rest of the emissions, such as NO or SO, the nature of our 
activities does not involve production of these gases.

Electric Power Consumption
Due to the nature of our activities, Banesco Banco Universal, C.A. only 
consumes electric power. In Caracas, as in the rest of the country, the 
main source of energy is produced by hydroelectric plants. We count on 
emergency diesel power plants at Ciudad Banesco, at El Rosal Towers and 
other branches that together account for around 70% of our facilities. In 
the case of El Rosal, the plants support the critical charge and the Data 
Center, while in the case of Ciudad Banesco, the plants support the whole 
complex.

These plants are activated if the voltage of the electric power network falls 
and at the moment they are used for self-generation. In 2012 we generated 
1,677.60 gigajulius, against 2.16 gigajulius in 2011. This accounts for a 
77.6% reduction in terms of self-generation. However, this drastic reduc-
tion of our own energy generation is translated into a 3.07% increase of 
the national electric system against 2011 figures.

In 2012, new diesel plants were installed at Ciudad Banesco to avoid events 
due to potential network failures. 

Thanks to the nature of our activities, Banesco Banco Universal, C.A does 
not generate significant emissions, hazardous substances leaks or products 
that have to be recovered at the end of their useful life.
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Water Consumption
The water consumed at our nationwide branches and 
facilities is provided by the corresponding municipal 
aqueducts.

Our head office, Ciudad Banesco, is our only faci-
lity that because of its dimensions could justify the 
construction a system of gray or underground waters 
recycling. However, our headquarters are located at a 
preexisting building that was revamped by Banesco. 
Thus, the construction of an infrastructure to recycle 
water would have implied a disproportionate inves-
tment to produce a very limited benefit. Therefore, 
nowadays we don’t have a recycling system.

All our venues and headquarters are located on urban 
lands. Therefore, the water captured and dumped goes 
through the urban network. Consequently, this water 
does not affect natural lands, protected spaces or with 
a high value in terms of biodiversity.

Our Environmental 
Commitment
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Banesco Operations With Environmental  
Impact
u Products and services: In the feasibility studies applied by our Or-

ganization to the credits for construction, we underline the following 
aspects related to the environment:  

We verify that the project has all the permits granted by the correspon-
ding authorities, particularly those related to environmental impact, 
which are mandatory by law for all the building projects: housing, 
industrial warehouses, hotels, factories, shopping malls, among others.

—In relation to the service of current water supply, it has to be sure that 
the project counts on the service capacities and the required stability 
in terms of delivery. If the project cannot ensure the service delivery 
and the builder proposes a deep well as a solution, the builder shall 
include an official certification issued by the Venezuelan Ministry of 
Environment authorizing the deep well and certifying that the water 
is suitable for human consumption.

—Generally, the results are requested after the diagnosis: purity and 
mineral composition, among others.

—Regarding waterworks, besides requesting the required legal permits 
issued by the Ministry of Environment, a series of inspections are also 
carried out in order to determine that no environmental damages could 
result from the project location. The condominium or land documents 
are also reviewed to verify that they include maintenance commitments 
for wells and waterworks.

—Generally, we support traditional construction systems. When a pro-
ject is based on non-traditional constructive systems we verify that they 
have been previously tested and adjusted to the Venezuelan regulations.

—Toilettes sets of faucets are automated, that is, the sinks, WC and 
urinals are automatically activated and only use the required amount 
of water.

—Technical suitability certificates issued by renowned institutions (Na-
tional Institute of Structural Models) or others are required. Likewise, 
the constructive elements should not include high content of polymers, 
acetates or asbestos.

—The projects must comply with the standard distances in relation to 
tributaries, high-tension towers and protection zones, as well as with 
the urban equipment rules for a decent habitat.

—When the projects are conceived to be located on coastal areas, they 
must comply with the special rules for this type of works both, tourism 
or housing facilities.

—During the construction process, a Banesco’s engineer inspector 
performs a monthly supervision to prevent unexpected environmental 
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damages and check industrial security measures to protect the workers 
involved.

—Last, but not least, we try to ensure that the financed projects count 
on the fitness certificate before the opening of the sales process.

u Products Transportation: Banesco Banco Universal, C.A. does not 
cause measurable environmental impact for this activity, as the products 
transported by the bank to its nationwide agencies network are office 
stationary, printed documents, as well as technology equipment and 
consumables.

u Personnel Transportation: Our employees use their own vehicles as 
their transportation means to go to Banesco, go back home and reach 
different administrative facilities in the capital region. When the staff has 
to go to an event outside the organization, Banesco covers the expenses 
incurred for that movement and, if necessary, it hires transportation 
services. The workers at El Rosal Tower are provided with transporta-
tion from El Rosal to Ciudad Banesco and for those workers who want 
to have lunch at the headquarter’s cafeteria. Night workers at Ciudad 
Banesco count on transportation to Plaza Venezuela subway station.

u Branches Opening: Banesco does not carry out previous environ-
mental impact studies in the areas where we open branches, unless the 
municipal authorities indicate otherwise and provided that these studies 
are specific depending on the works to be executed.

u Paper Consumption For Printed Documents And Photocopies: We 
integrated the Commercial Web Credit Workflow with the Electronic 
Management of Documents system to obtain a single electronic and 
digitalized file of the customer. This allows a minimum use of paper in 
our business processes and a faster response for our customers’ credit 
requests. 
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u Donation Of Furniture And Computers Discarded: The obsolete 
furniture and computers that are no longer used at our facilities are 
donated, that is they are re-used by their beneficiaries. Therefore, they 
do not produce direct environmental impacts even though they could 
contain hazardous substances.

Steps Taken To Reduce Our Environmental  
Impact 
Our head office, Ciudad Banesco, is a smart building that includes construc-
tive and informatics elements, which minimize its environmental impact:

u Most of our building facade is a low-reflection green curtain wall, which 
along with other elements composes a comfortable labor environment 
and reduces air conditioning consumption.

u The building is controlled by a software that provides an integral ma-
nagement for all the commands of our CCTV, the security and electro-
mechanics access controls (air conditioning, elevators, escalators and 
lightning), producing a higher efficiency in terms of energy consump-
tion and security.

u The building is fitted out with “smart” elevators and they take the 
standby mode when they are out of use for a given period of time.

u Toilettes sets of faucets are automated, that is, the sinks, WC and urinals 
are automatically activated and only use the required amount of water.

u We continue with the concept of Open Space at our administrative offices 
(Ciudad Banesco and El Rosal) with the creation of open plants and spaces 
that encourage teamwork and direct communication, improving the super-
visory role and the well functioning of air conditioning and lights.

u Our food services supplier at Ciudad Banesco, Restoven, uses biodegra-
dable cleaning products produced by Ecolab.

u We have implemented measures to reduce energy consumption at 
Ciudad Banesco and other administrative facilities, such as: the ad-
justment of the electric power in our offices, implantation of presence 
detectors, self-regulating light screens and replacement of equipment 
(elevators, refrigeration machines) for more efficient machines.

u We maintain the control over lightning schedules at offices and parking 
lots.

u Organization of time of operation for air conditioning at the branches, 
avoiding discomfort.

u Optimization of operation time for escalators.

u Lights are partially turned off at the general areas in our headquarters.

u Banesco Banco Universal, C.A. has not been fined or sued due to vio-
lations of national or local environmental regulations whatsoever.

@Baneskin Invited 
his followers to perform 

environmental advice 
and tips under the label  

#BaneskinVerde. 

Manuel Miguel Contreras,  
@ManuelMiguelC was 
the winner with advice 

#BaneskinVerde Baneskin 
The horns do not open new 

pathways. Avoids use as 
a “complaint” and It 

contributes to the environ-
ment. The noise pollutes”
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Banesco with You and the Planet
In 2012, Banesco Banco Universal, C.A. ratified its commitment with 
the environment and joined “The Hour of the Planet Venezuela, an event 
held on March 26, from 8:30 pm to 9:30 p.m. During the event, all the 
lights of Banesco main headquarter were turned off: Ciudad Banesco and 
El Rosal Towers. We also launched an internal campaign to strengthen 
Banesco Citizens’ commitment to the preservation of the planet as a 
collective responsibility.

Donation of furniture and discarded   
computers
Several years ago, Banesco Banco Universal, C.A. adopted as a policy the 
donation of used furniture and computers that are discarded from our 
branches to non-profit or social organizations. 

In 2012, Banesco donated a total of 90,640.03 Kg. (9,963 units) of com-
puters and related accessories. The Bank did not donate furniture during 
this period

Our Environmental 
Commitment
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Other actions 
In 2012, Banesco Banco Universal, C.A. has not financed 
infrastructure national or international projects for renewable 
energy generation.

Banesco Banco Universal, C.A., always abiding by the rele-
vant regulations, has revamped its administrative offices and 
branches in order to minimize the impact of our activities on 
the environment.

Similarly, our organization keeps a strict control of the ma-
terials and equipment installed at our branches, so as they 
comply with the legal requirements applicable to design, ma-
nufacturing and commercialization.

The Medical service located at Ciudad Banesco does not pro-
duce sanitary biological waste, as the medical care provided 
by this unit is focused on primary attention and it only uses 
dispensable material. Emergencies are sent to health centers 
closer to our headquarters.

Electronic Management of Documents
The	aim	of	 our	 area	Gelecon	 (Electronic	Management	of	Docu-
ments)	is	to	use	paper	only	to	compose	files,	avoiding	the	dupli-
cation	of	unnecessary	copies	and	speeding	up	work	flows	in	the	
Organization.	The	incorporation	of	core	areas	of	the	Bank	into	the	
Gelecon	curves	paper	consumption,	encourages	the	optimization	
of	the	space	and	a	better	organization	in	terms	of	files	custody.

Corporate   
Volunteers
EIn	2012,	our	Environmental	Vo-
lunteers carried out several activi-
ties	in	order	to	help	to	take	care	of	
the	environment.	They	also	deve-
loped	educational	activities	for	an	
efficient	use	of	natural	resources.
(See	 chapter	 Corporate	 Volun-
teers,	56)
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Our Management
In 2012, Banesco Banco Universal, C.A. has commercial relations with 
1,996 suppliers, a 2.43% increase against 2011. Regarding the purchase 
volume, we negotiated Bs. 2,584 million, accounting for a 18.84% in-
crease against the previous year. 

As of 2012, Banesco has included in its contracts with its main suppliers 
a clause that commits them to respect and comply with the 10 Principles 
of the UN Global Compact of which Banesco Banco Universal, C.A. has 
been a member since 2008.

Our Policy to Hire Suppliers
All suppliers involved in the procurement or hiring process shall be re-
gistered in our RPB database, once the required documentation has been 
submitted. The documents required are the following:

u Legal Information (Commercial Registry, Tax Information Registry 
(RIF), Stockholders Certificate, Labor Solvency, electricity and/or 
phone service invoice, Identity Card of the individuals who bind the 
company).

u Financial Information (Balance Sheet, Profit and Loss Statement, Trial 
Balance when the accounting period close was made six or more months 
previous to the presentation, all amounts expressed in historical values).

u Commercial Information (such as products lists, distributing brands, 
exclusivity letters, catalogues, commercial references, works made for 
Banesco, among others).

Our 
Suppliers

To make a purchase, 
at least three different 
budgets are required. 

Afterwards, the 
budgets are analyzed 
and the Bank selects 

the best offer in terms 
of price, response time 
and quality product.
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To make a purchase, at least three different budgets are required. Af-
terwards, the budgets are analyzed and the Bank selects the best offer in 
terms of price, response time and quality product.

Depending on the good or service to be contracted, the analysis includes 
a visit to the plant of the company in order to validate its installed ca-
pacity and if it has available the inventories and stocks to produce. The 
purchases, according to their amounts, are presented for their review and 
approval by the corresponding autonomy.
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The Most Significant Suppliers per Region

Nuestros
Proveedores
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Suppliers Distribution

Alliances
Our suppliers are aware about the importance of creating alliances 
to mitigate social problems and offer a higher quality of life to the 
citizens.

Depending on the 
good or service to be 

contracted, the analysis 
includes a visit to the 
plant of the company 
in order to validate 

its installed capacity 
and if it has available 
the inventories and 
stocks to produce.
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El Comité 
de Procura es un 

organismo de 
coordinación organi-
zacional que permite 
promover el diseño 

óptimo de las 
operaciones de 

procura, entre las cuales 
se enmarca cualquier 
evento de adquisición 
de bienes o servicios 

y su negociación 

Dialogue with Our Suppliers
During 2012, we continued the dialogue with this stakeholder, through 
a survey sent to 593 suppliers. From the total of surveys sent, we only 
received back 14.33% surveys with answers. 

The questions were the following:

u Please, value your satisfaction level of your relationship with Banesco 
Banco Universal in relation to transparency.

u Please, value your satisfaction level with Banesco Banco Universal in 
relation to prompt payment.

u Please, value your satisfaction level of your relationship with Banesco 
Banco Universal in relation to Online Services.

u Please, value your satisfaction level of your relationship with Banesco 
Banco Universal in relation to Treatment or Customized Attention.

u Has your company been certified by an environmental or social stan-
dard? (for example, ISO 9000, ISO 14000 o SA8000, etc.).

u Does your company have a policy on Human Rights in place? Please, 
explain.

u Is your company willing to participate in CSR activities along with 
Banesco?

 El resultado de su nivel de satisfacción de su relación con el Banco en 
2012 fue el siguiente

Nuestros
Proveedores

Procurement Committee
The Procurement Committee is a coordination organizational body that 
fosters the ideal design of the procurement operations that are the fra-
mework of any event involving goods acquisitions, input and/or services, 
or negotiation, even when it doesn’t involves the immediate disbursement 
of funds.

Objective
Safeguarding the fulfillment of the Organization’s purchase and hire rules 
and processes and making the related decisions within its autonomy level, 
through mechanisms that guarantee transparency in the selection of the 
best options offered by the suppliers, evaluating the quality of the goods 
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and and/or services offered in order to satisfy the organizational needs and 
improve the relations with our suppliers.

Roles and member of the procurement committee
Following we present the various committees which have different ap-
proval limits, according to the autonomy established for each one of them.

Procurement Operating Committee
u Coordinator: VP of Procurement and Contracts.

u Committee Secretary: Manager of the Procurement and Contracts Di-
vision

u Advisors with right to speak: VP of Legal Consulting, VP of Processes

u Main members with right to speak and full voting rights: Vice-Presidents 
named by the Steering Committee.

Procurement Thematic Committee 
u Coordinator: VP of Procurement and Contracts.

u Committee Secretary: Manager of the Procurement and Contracts Division

u Advisors with right to speak: VP Legal Consulting, Executive VP Ha-
bilitation and Operations, Exe. VP Human Capital, VP International 
Operations, Custody, Trusts, Exe. VP Real Estate, Infrastructure and 
General Services.

u Main members with right to speak and full voting rights: Dir. Technology 
and Procurement, Exe. Dir. Administration and General Services, Exe. 
Dir. Products., Dir. Technology.

Steering Committee 
Actions In The Search Of An Efficient Management  
Of Operations
u Creation of electronic folder ‘Procurement Committee Operations’

u Creation of the Corporate Suppliers Registry

u Creation and implantation of the Committee

u Preparation of Satisfaction Surveys

u Preparation of operating indicators of Procurement Management

u Re-implantation of the SAP-MM Module for the automation of the 
purchase process.

Committee powers

u Process,	endorse	or	question	
any	 Procurement	 Operation	
higher	or	equal	to	the	minimum	
autonomy of the Procurement 
Committee.

u The	 exceptions	 shall	 be	
agreed-upon	 by	 the	 same	
committee in the case of high 
atomicity	 of	 suppliers	 or	 the	
specific	 market’s	 dynamic,	
among	others.

u The	 operations	 endorsed	
which amounts are higher than 
the maximum autonomy of the 
committee will be validated by 
the	Steering	Committee.

u The	operations	in	question	shall	
be reformulated according to 
the	 issues	 disputed	 and	 shall	
be	informed	and	supported	by	
electronic	means.

u Every	supplier,	true	or	potential	
billing	party,	shall	be	endorsed	
one year after the minimal au-
tonomy of the Procurement 
Committee, under the modality 
of	 Operation	 of	 Procurement,	
even	if	none	of	the	operations	
totalizes	that	amount	and	even	
if	 those	 operations	 are	 distri-
buted	among	several	Respon-
sibility	Centers.
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Our Policy
Banesco Banco Universal, C.A. is an active partner of the central gover-
nment, as well as regional and local governments in the development and 
diversification of productive activities. 

We continue our active work to bankarize those social groups still ex-
cluded from the financial system, as a means to strengthen the social fa-
bric, job creation and economic growth and supporting these goals of the 
central government which are established in the national Constitution.

Our Management
All our new products are designed according to the regulations in force. 
In case of changes introduced to the regulations, the product is adjusted 
in consequence (our contracts and general conditions include a clause of 
limited responsibility applicable to our organization in the event that Ba-
nesco fails to meet the regulations while providing the product or service 
due to unexpected regulatory changes).
Abiding by the regulatory body’s provisions, Banesco always sends a study 
analyzing the risks for depositors and investors of all our new financial 
instruments and products, as well as a study analyzing the risks of the 
product or service for Banesco. Although this in not a guarantee that 
these risks could be successfully avoided, these studies define mechanism 
to mitigate the impact of these potential risks.
On the other hand, our Legal Consulting office makes a careful analysis 
of any new law or regulatory modifications with a potential impact on the 
financial sector. Likewise and in order to ensure a permanent updating, 
we spread through our internal media the changes and decisions related 
to our business that are published in the Official Gazette.

For 2011, according 
to the changes 

established by the rules 
regulating this matter, 

it is agreed that the 
funds corresponding 
to these contributions 
will be transferred to 
the National Fund of 
Science, Technology 

and Innovation 
(Fonacit)

Our 
Commitment 
to the 
Authorities
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Object, Operations and Legal Framework  
Banesco Banco Universal C.A. is a Venezuelan financial institution which 
object is to carry out all the operations authorized to Universal Banks by 
the Decree with Rank, Value and Force of Law for the Partial Reform on 
the Law of Banks and Other Financial Institutions.

Universal Banks abide by their By-Laws; the Decree with Rank, Value and 
Force of Law for the Partial Reform on the Law of Banks and Other Finan-
cial Institutions; the Superintendent of the Banking System Institutions; 
the Trust Funds Law (partially revoked); regulations and instructions 
enacted by the SUDEBAN and the Venezuelan Central Bank. 

Fines and non-fulfillment

In	2012,	Banesco	Banco	Universal,	C.A.	was	not	imposed	
with any kind of sanction whatsoever issued by the Cen-
tral	Bank	of	Venezuela	or	FOGADE,	due	to	non-fulfillment	
of	the	regulations	established	by	these	regulatory	bodies.	
Banesco	was	not	imposed	with	any	sanction	whatsoever	
for	non-fulfillment	of	the	guidelines	established	by	the	rules	
in	force	in	relation	to	free	competition	or	anti-trust	rules.

In	 relation	 to	 the	communications	received	 from	the	Su-
perintendent	 of	 Banks	 and	 Other	 Financial	 Institutions,	
no	events	were	recorded	with	a	significant	impact	on	the	
Bank’s	financial	situation	and	equity.

On	the	other	hand,	in	2012	the	Institute	for	the	Defense	of	
People	in	the	Access	to	Goods	and	Services	(Indepabis)	
applied	10	sanctions	to	Banesco.	All	these	sanctions	have	
been	appealed	and	were	under	the	consideration	of	Inde-
pabis	at	the	end	of	the	year.

In	relation	to	lawsuits,	contingencies,	contractual	and	fiscal	
commitments,	 they	are	half-yearly	 showed	 in	 the	Finan-
cial	 Statements	 audited	 by	 the	 Bank,	 according	 to	 the	
requirements	of	the	Regulatory	Body	and	included	in	the	
Commitments	and	Contingencies	Notice.	The	bank	does	
not	expect	these	lawsuits,	contingencies,	contractual	and	
fiscal	commitments	to	produce	any	impact	whatsoever	on	
the	financial	statements	as	a	whole,	up	to	December	31,	
2012	and	December	31,	2011.	These	audited	financial	state-
ments	are	available	at	the	Venezuelan	Banking	Association	
Web	page	(www.asobanca.com.ve).

Likewise,	we	keep	a	close	eye	on	the	strict	 fulfillment	of	
the	 legal	provisions	to	which	Banesco	 is	submitted	as	a	
financial	 institution,	 such	 as:	 the	Decree	with	 Rank	 and	
Force	of	 the	General	 Law	of	Banks	and	Other	Financial	
Institutions,	 the	 regulations	 and	 instructions	 established	
by	the	Superintendent	of	Banks	and	Other	Financial	Ins-
titutions, through its instruction manuals, announcements 
and	official	 letters.	It’s	worth	mentioning	that,	due	to	the	
fast	growth	experienced	by	the	Bank	during	the	last	years,	
we	have	considerably	strengthened	our	organizational	and	
functional	 structure,	 the	 internal	 control	 systems,	 sup-
ported	by	cutting-edge	technology	and	a	human	capital	
committed	to	the	Bank	in	order	to	face	and	meet	on	time	
the demands of the regulatory bodies, our customers and 
the	general	public.

Our Commitment to 
the Authorities
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Principles for the Definition     
of the Report’s Contents
For Banesco Banco Universal, C.A. the making of Corporate Responsibility 
and Sustainability Report 2012 aims to gather the main activities on the 
matter of corporate social responsibility and the relationship with each 
of its stakeholders (stockholders, customers, employees, suppliers and the 
community). 

This report has been published since 2004, therefore this is our ninth 
edition, corresponding to the period from January 1rst to December 31rst 
2012. The present report, as the previous ones, underlines the relevant as-
pects of the year 2012, the extent to which the Bank kept its commitments 
and its goals for the following year. The Report is written in Spanish and 
English (since 2007, the English version is published only in our Internet 
site). The reports corresponding to 2006 to 2010 can be found at http://
www.banesco.com/descargas/somos-banesco. Likewise, the 2009 Report 
can be found in our Banesco Blog at http://blog.banesco.com/rse/.

The structure of these reports follows the recommendations of the Guide 
for the Elaboration of Sustainability Reports and Sector Supplement for 
Financial Systems, issued by the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) RG, 
version 3.0/FSSS Final Version. Our 2007 Corporate Social Responsibility 
and Sustainability Report was the first one to be certified by the Global 
Reporting Initiative; with the ‘Application Level B+’, while the 2008, 
2009, 2010 and 2011 reports achieved the ‘A+ GRI Checked Level’, the 
highest possible. We should underline that as the new GRI Supplement 
for the Financial Sector entered into force as of January 1rst, 2010, the 
present report includes ‘FS’ performance indicators.

The strategic planning program of the Corporate Social Responsibility 
(CSR) is prepared by Banesco Banco Universal, C.A. VP of Communica-
tions and Social Corporate Responsibility which leads the CSR practices 
and it is the contact point for the matters related to the content of the 
present report. This VP directly reports to the Board of Directors.

Our 2007 Corporate 
Social Responsibility 
and Sustainability 
Report was the first 

one to be certified by 
the Global Reporting 

Initiative; with the 
‘Application Level B+’, 
while the 2008, 2009, 
2010 and 2011 reports 
achieved the ‘A+ GRI 
Checked Level’, the

highest possible.

The Making Of The 
Corporate Social 

Responsibility
Report 2010
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We have followed the same plan of the previous years to display the present 
report, which has been organized into two big blocks: the internal and 
external dimension of our Corporate Social responsibility, with specific 
chapter for each stakeholder. We also report the interactions with these 
stakeholders in 2012 and 2011, particularly statistical data (surveys and 
focus groups).

In the present report, Banesco Banco Universal, C.A. adopts the premise 
of reporting its performance in the framework of sustainability. That is, 
it informs not only about its individual performance but its work within 
a wider contexts, including:

u Financial inclusion (bankarization) as a means to fight poverty.

u Our emphasis to the support our Social Partners who work to improve 
the coverage of education and health services.

u The value attached to the organization’s human capital, which is re-
flected on wages above the minimum wage established by law, promo-
tions, continuous training, support programs to buy houses, among 
others.

u The organization’s impact on the creation of direct jobs at the different 
regions of the country, indirect jobs through the regional distribution 
of its suppliers, opportunities and regional services for the customers 
and regional donations.

Finally, the contents of this report follow the Principle of Exhaustiveness 
in terms of scope, coverage and time.

In relation to the scope, the report includes all the aspects that were 
deduced as relevant for each stakeholders group, based on the internal 
knowledge of them, as a formal consultation process was not opened.

The coverage of this report only includes Banesco Banco Universal, C.A. 
in Venezuela. The materiality of the information is expressed by the in-
dicators, which reflect the significant impacts of our organization on the 
economic, social and environmental fields. 

Thanks to the standardization of the data collection process, this year 
we observed a more fluent process at the moment of getting information 
from the different areas.

The materiality of 
the information is 
expressed by the 

indicators, which reflect 
the significant impacts 
of our organization on 

the economic, social and 
environmental fields. 

Proceso de
Elaboración
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To guarantee the 
reliability of the infor-
mation displayed and 

the processes followed in 
the making of this report, 

every internal source is 
documented for each 

aspect reported and sub-
mitted to the verification 
of external auditors be-

fore its publication.

Principles to Define the Quality    
of the Report’s Contents 
In order to ensure the quality of the information displayed in this report, 
Banesco Banco Universal, C.A. watched over the enforcement of the 
principles to define the quality of the report elaboration, which are esta-
blished in the Guide for the Elaboration of Sustainability Reports and 
Sector Supplement for Financial Services, issued by the Global Reporting 
Initiative (GRI) RG, version 3.0/FSSS Final Version.

To meet the principle of Balance, Banesco ensures the transparency of all 
the data displayed all along the report. Currently, Banesco has no internal 
or external auditing in place to evaluate the extent of the policies and pro-
cedures implanted for the management of social and environmental risk. 
This Organization is concerned with the short-term establishment of the 
appropriate processes and corresponding auditing processes to evaluate 
these risks.

The figures here reported were displayed into detail for 2012 and 2011, 
with their respective variation rates. This allows to compare the perfor-
mance between the two periods.

With a view to guaranteeing the Precision of the Information, this report 
has used the GRI’s technical protocols in order to understand and formu-
late the quantitative and qualitative indicators presented in this report. In 
general, the quantitative indicators are reported along with the variables 
that are the origin of their calculation. This, in turn, makes easier to un-
derstand how they are obtained.

The data reported correspond to the Organizations’ records stored in its 
different systems or internal mechanisms. In general terms, they corres-
pond to information published and reported to regulatory bodies, that is, 
it is information that can be completely verified.

As we have already indicated, this is a yearly report. Another of our pre-
mises is clarity and we can see this in all the relevant elements of this 
report. They are legible, expressed with a single language; figures and 
graphics can be easily seen and it is composed of a manageable number 
of pages.

To guarantee the reliability of the information displayed and the processes 
followed in the making of this report, every internal source is documented 
for each aspect reported and submitted to the verification of external 
auditors before its publication.

For the year that ended on December 31rst 2012, the Performance Indi-
cators included in the Guide for the Elaboration of Sustainability Reports 
Version 3.0 have been submitted to a review by our external auditors Már-
quez, Perdomo & Asociados (Members of Crowe Horwath International), 
who are also external auditor of our Bank.
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